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dozens of hand picked annotated resources organized into practical nonprofit categories.

Past issues have included:
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Subscribing to the Journal
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can be for one month, one quarter, or one year, and allow you to make copies for 
personal use. Organizational subscriptions are for one year only and permit you to post 
the Journal on your private intranet.

The cost of subscription varies with its license and duration. A one month personal 
subcription is $6.95. A three month personal subscription is $13.95. The one year 
personal subscription is $49.95. The one year organizational subscription is $99.95.

The Journal is published monthly, during the first half of the month. If you subscribe 
now, you will receive the current issue by the end of the next business day.

Subscribe Here!

Subscribe Here!
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Letter From The Editor

May 2006

Dear Reader,

We’re in the middle of a very long Spring, up here in Seattle. It’s no surprise to me that 
I live here, given my fondness for Spring and Autumn, the seasons of change. And it’s 
no surprise that one of the ongoing themes of this Journal is the study and practice of 
change.

We have a great issue this month, with several articles that embrace the challenge of 
practicality and vision. I contribute an article in my series on nonprofit knowledge 
management, with a focus this month on nimbleness as a foundation for organizational 
learning. Seth Godin contributes his latest thoughts on turning your donors into 
fundraisers. Chip Berlet takes a look back at some of the bad decisions of the nineties 
that contributed to the current dominance of the radical right in the U.S. Rober Weiner is 
spot on with his ten common mistakes in choosing fundraising software, and moves the 
dialogue forward in favor of more mindful technology planning. And our last article is a 
great primer on power relation analysis -- essential for any serious political change work 
-- by the folks at Just Asscociates.

We also have our usual features, including this month’s Quicksheet on the topic of 
innovation, 23 annotated resources in 24 categories, and two short book reviews.

As always, I am interested in your thoughts about the subjects covered, so please feel 
free to write.

Sincerely,

-- Michael C. Gilbert

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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Nonprofit Knowledge Management Series

The Nimble Nonprofit, Part 1: 
Building Readiness for Knowledge and Learning

By Michael C. Gilbert

Nimbleness is a hybrid phenomenon. A person who is nimble is both extremely flexible 
and extremely grounded. A nimble organization is very similar. A nimble organization is 
very well grounded in its deeper values and core competencies, so that it has the freedom 
to change and adapt to new learning.

In this article, we will study some methods that help organization’s to achieve the kind of 
nimbleness that will enable them to be ready for the challenges and opportunities of the 
changing landscapes in which we work.

Every Organization is Ready
Several critical misconceptions emerge in most conversations about knowledge 
management in a nonprofit context. The worst of these is that there is a single scale 
of readiness for an organization considering a knowledge management initiative. It’s 
understandable that such a numerical reductionism would be attractive, especially 
to consultants and funders who don’t want to waste their resources on projects that 
are unlikely to succeed. But it’s premised on a narrow or vague view of knowledge 
management, and therefore, on a narrow or vague view of organizational learning.

The important question is not two dimensional and quantitative, it is multi-dimensional 
and qualitative. We should not be asking: Is this organization ready? We should be 
asking: What is this organization ready for?

The narrow view of knowledge management has led some practitioners and many 
technologists to some unfortunate conclusions. For example, sometimes it is more 
important that an organization deepen the lessons it has already learned than head in new 
directions. Sometimes, learning is facilitated by going more slowly, rather than speeding 
things up. Sometimes, discipline will make an organization more nimble than looseness.

Even if an organization does fit within the mainstream conclusions of knowledge 
management, it will be much harder to facilitate change within that organization if the 
entire process is framed as a repair of the organization’s shortcomings. Building from 
the best systems, practices, and cultures that can be found within the organization is a far 
more powerful starting point. This is consistent with consulting approaches sometimes 
called Appreciative Inquiry. Here we use the phrase “Building on Higher Ground”.

We should not be asking: 
Is this organization 
ready? We should be 
asking: What is this 
organization ready for?

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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The Nimble Nonprofit: Building Readiness for Knowledge and Learning

Assessment Framework
The approach to developing organizational nimbleness that I’m using in this series starts 
with a three by three matrix of qualities that can be leveraged to improve readiness for 
knowledge management. This matrix defines an assessment framework that serves to 
identify key qualities of learning, as expressed at different scales.

Illustration 1: Assessment Framework Matrix

In the context of this matrix, where do we begin our inquiry?

To truly build on higher ground, it is vital to start with a robust examination of the 
strengths of the organization in regard to learning capacity. This examination is itself 
a learning activity, of course. Avoiding the framework of “needs” and the resistance-
building consequences of negativity is a key success factor in the pursuit of the nimble 
nonprofit. Therefore, our inquiry moves from left to right in the matrix.

Note that the finer the scale, the more important becomes the emphasis of focusing on 
strengths. Weaknesses, to the extent that they are important at all, are often most easily 
revealed when they can be attributed broadly, rather than to a single person. Indeed, this 
matrix can be applied successfully without ever exploring individual weaknesses.

What are the considerations with regard to the other dimension of the matrix? Is it 
important to start at a particular scale of activity and work? The answers to these 
questions are seldom as clear cut as the questions about starting with strengths. The rich 
interactions between the three levels means that there is no single predictable path of 
investigation.

Avoiding the framework 
of “needs” and the 
resistance-building 
consequences of 
negativity is a key 
success factor in the 
pursuit of the nimble 
nonprofit.

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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The Nimble Nonprofit: Building Readiness for Knowledge and Learning

It might be possible that there is not enough institutional support for a full scale 
investigation and so you might start at the team level. There might be a strategic 
planning process underway, in which case starting at the organization wide level might 
be quite feasible. The organization might be small enough that there is only really one 
team, identical with the organization as a whole. There might be motivational reasons 
to start with the strengths of each individual. In many cases, there may well be fluid 
movement between the three levels, even in the course of a single conversation.

Assessing Strengths
The process of assessing learning strengths can be seen as having four steps.

 

Illustration 2: Four Steps to Assessing Strengths

Step One: Guided Story Collection

“Tell me of a time when you discovered, learned or taught something that made 
a difference.”

Story telling is the starting point for all three categories of assessment explored here. 
Story telling is a critical tool for several reasons: (1) It pulls events out of the realm of 
the abstract and enables us to share genuine experiences. (2) Almost anyone can tell 
a story. (3) It is easy to back out of a generalization, as its implications become clear. 
But it’s much harder to back out of a story, once it has been told. (4) People like telling 
stories and they become enrolled by doing so. (5) It minimizes attachments to particular 
solutions by moving the data gathering stage as far as possible from feature and 
requirement lists, in the context of the planning process.

The objective of this step is to gather an abundant body of stories which can then be 
mined for insights, used to build support and reinforce changes, and help everyone feel 
directly involved in the knowledge management training process.

The objective of this 
step is to gather an 
abundant body of 
stories which can then 
be mined for insights, 
used to build support 
and reinforce changes, 
and help everyone feel 
directly involved in the 
knowledge management 
training process.

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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The Nimble Nonprofit: Building Readiness for Knowledge and Learning

There are five useful guidelines for the story collection process.

(1) Involve the right people. Determining the right stakeholders to involve at any 
given stage of a project and then succeeding at involving them is a classic consulting 
challenge, whether the consulting role is played by an outsider or an insider. The typical 
challenges involve some of all of the following:

• Getting decision makers involved is harder when a knowledge management 
  project is framed as a technology initiative, which can happen simply because 
  the project is being promoted by technology staff. It’s also hard to back out of a 
  frame once it has been established. This underscores the importance of having a 
  learning centered approach from the very beginning.

• The story telling process isn’t foolproof. Anyone with attachments to particular 
  solutions can skew the data gathering process by selecting stories that make a 
  point. Technologists are definitely not the only people who do this. Indeed, 
  often they have learned how to avoid that trap, leaving the expressed 
  attachments to people who know just enough about a solution to be influenced 
  by it. A good facilitator can usually deal with this challenge by lining up some 
  more powerful, raw story telling at the start of any process.

• Anyone who may have to use new tools must be involved in the story telling 
  phases. The same is true of those who are positioned as day to day 
  implementors of knowledge and communication practices. Often these are the 
  same people.

(2) Gather stories through several different media. People often find that they are 
better able to express themselves in one medium than in another. Use a mix of media, 
including one-on-one media such as private email and personal interviews, as well as 
group media, such as in person meetings. This will help ensure that everyone is heard. 
The skillful interweaving of different media can also help inspire people to tell their 
stories, as they see or hear that other people are doing so.

The use of multiple media also allows the unique strengths of each one to be leveraged 
in support of rich data gathering. For example: Individual web pages or weblogs where 
people document their stories encourages divergent views. Whereas a wiki organized 
later around ten key stories (with a page for each one) encourages convergence, as 
people work to create a consistent narrative together. Similar things can be said for 
different offline media as well.

(3) Have inspiration at hand. Other people’s stories can serve as inspiration, but 
they can also prematurely narrow the range of stories told. Other sources of inspiration 
should be gathered and used to help stimulate and enrich the story telling. Organizational 
documents of many kinds can often serve this purpose, including organization charts, 
past project timelines, calendars, newsletters, evaluation reports, proposals, and so forth.

The skillful interweaving 
of different media can 
also help inspire people 
to tell their stories, as 
they see or hear that other 
people are doing so.

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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(4) Get past the easy stories. There will be several bursts of creativity during the 
process of gathering stories and one of the most important of these will happen after the 
obvious stories have been told. With the hectic pace of modern life, there is a tendency to 
rush toward closure. The facilitator of this data gathering should instead work to create a 
comfort with the silences that will punctuate the process.

Sometimes, the easy stories are the dramatic ones. In this case, getting past them means 
waiting long enough to get the smaller stories that capture more routine activities. 
Alternatively, the easy stories might be the obvious ones that are well packaged 
narratives of the organization’s public facing work. In that case, getting past the 
packaging will yield stories of adaptation and fluidity.

(5) Elicit and document key elements. The objective of story telling as a data 
gathering process is to identify patterns of nimbleness that can be built upon, by 
knowledge management programs. At this early stage, it can be harmful to identify and 
articulate patterns, but it is important to gather the key elements that will enable such 
identification in subsequent steps.

Some of the key elements include: the choices made, the participants and leaders 
involved, the resources used, the tools employed, the relationships leveraged, and the 
information moved. One way to discover if an element is indeed a key to the story is to 
ask: Would the outcome have been different without this?

Step Two: Identifying Common Patterns

“What are the common or significant enabling factors that you see in these 
stories?”

In this step, we are looking for the enablers of learning -- the factors that already exist 
within the organization that can be expanded and built upon, so that it can become truly 
nimble. We are still in the process of open ended collection of ideas in this step and are 
not yet refining or converging on any particular enablers or patterns.

There are four useful guidelines for this step.

(1) Share all the stories. Depending upon how the stories were gathered, there is a 
good chance that some stakeholders have not heard all or even most of the stories. At a 
minimum, all stakeholder should at this point have access to all the stories, most likely 
through a web interface.

(2) Use articulate observers with diverse sensibilities. Identifying patterns is not a 
neutral process. Some people will see certain patterns and some people will see others, 
based on how their experiences and interests have trained them. Without a highly 
structured formula, it is impossible to avoid this problem. Instead, we recommend that 

We are looking for the 
enablers of learning -- the 
factors that already exist 
within the organization 
that can be expanded and 
built upon, so that it can 
become truly nimble.

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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you embrace it by continuing to seek diverse perspectives. Again, one way to do this is 
to do a round of pattern identification by email or interview before doing it again in a 
group.

(3) Use key elements as starting points. The list of key elements from the previous 
step -- choices, participants, resources, tools, relationships, and information -- can help 
stimulate the process of identifying common patterns. But it’s critical to go beyond the 
starting points to the patterns of learning itself. Finish this statement: In this particular 
set of related stories, learning happened because....

(4) Keep naming conventions fluid. It is very common to want to standardize on 
language to describe the patterns that are identified here. Honor subtle differences in 
how people describe a learning pattern at this stage. Different names for the same thing 
often reflect important distinctions in frames of reference that are worth preserving. 
There will be plenty of time for convergence later.

Step 3: Refine Learning Patterns

“How are these patterns related and how much influence did they have on 
sharing and discovery?”

The essential difference between this step and the last one is that now we shift over 
toward seeking convergence. Premature convergence creates underlying differences that 
will often reemerge late in the implementation process of a knowledge management 
project. But if the process of identifying learning patterns can be split into these two 
steps, there is a much greater chance for meaningful synthesis of ideas or respectful 
choice between them.

In essence, this step is about drafting logic models and drawing causal diagrams. The 
goal is to take apart the strengths displayed and truly understand how they come about, 
how they function, and how they make learning happen.

Because this can be very time consuming, the first two of the three guidelines offered 
here are related to making this step more efficient.

(1) If pressed for time, apply the 80:20 rule. Some small proportion of the identified 
patterns are likely to account for most of the learning. Focus on refining different 
perspectives on those patterns.

(2) Use learning models if needed, but don’t be constrained by them. There is a 
vast literature available on the subject of learning organizations. It can be useful to have 
some of the contemporary models at hand for inspiration, especially if those involved in 
facilitating this step are less experienced with systems diagrams or logic model 

If the process of 
identifying learning 
patterns can be split into 
these two steps, there is a 
much greater chance for 
meaningful synthesis of 
ideas or respectful choice 
between them.
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construction. But if there are idiosyncrasies that don’t fit cleanly into such models, that 
nevertheless contribute substantially to learning experiences of the organization, then it’s 
vital to not be constrained by the literature.

(3) Don’t preselect for the things over which you have control. It is common at 
this stage to begin to devote more analytical attention to the patterns of learning over 
which the participants feel they might have some influence. Save that for the last step in 
the process. The objective here is to cleanly define the greatest influencers of learning, 
regardless of their source.

Step 4: Analyze for Leverage

“For the critical patterns, who has the most influence and by what means?”

The final step of the process of assessing strengths lays the groundwork for making the 
insights actionable. The objective in this step is to identify the people and other factors 
which have the most influence over the learning patterns. The assumption is that this 
analysis would be a key input to a strategic planning process, the purpose of which 
would be to scale up the learning strengths of the organization.

The overall objective of this final step is to build upon the logic models developed in 
step three by focusing on the levers of change available to the organization. There are 
three guidelines to follow.

(1) Develop an influence matrix of participants and key factors. Using the logic 
models from step three, create a grid with key factors influencing the learning patterns 
listed as rows and the key participants listed as columns. For each cell in this grid, note 
the degree of influence the person may have over the factor. Consider describing the 
influence in qualitative terms, rather than artificial quantitative ones. For example, you 
might describe one person as having influence over the implementation of a particular 
factor, as opposed to the planning thereof.

(2) Label elements of the matrix by how easy or hard they may be. Take the same 
matrix and apply some ratings to how easy or hard it would be to scale up that particular 
piece of influence. Consider a simple quantitative scale of one to five, since the purpose 
here is to achieve some kind of ranking, for use by a subsequent strategic planning 
process.

(3) Draft change processes. Out of this process, identify the five or ten combinations 
of influencers and learning factors that seem to have the most potential. Using those as a 
starting point, identify the precursor tasks that might be needed to enable each of them to 
scale up.

The final step of the 
process of assessing 
strengths lays the 
groundwork for making 
the insights actionable. 
This analysis would be 
a key input to a strategic 
planning process, 
the purpose of which 
would be to scale up the 
learning strengths of the 
organization.
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To Be Continued
This entire article has been devoted to a method of deeply understanding the sources of 
nimbleness that reside inside an organization’s existing culture and processes. This alone 
can serve as an effective basis for radical improvement in an organization’s learning 
systems. But we will continue our exploration in the next installment of this series, with 
methods for examining the weaknesses and the idiosyncrasies of an organization. We 
will also study several common patterns that emerge from these kinds of analyses, in 
pursuit of the nimble nonprofit.
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Flipping the Funnel
Give Your Fans the Power to Speak Up 

By Seth Godin

In a book called eMarketing, 
which I wrote in 1995, I said 
something like “There are only 
four kinds of people: prospects, 
customers, loyal customers, and 
former customers.” The book was 
ahead of its time, and I was wrong. 

For a book called Permission 
Marketing, which I wrote in 1998, 
the subtitle was “Turning strangers 
into friends and friends into 
customers.” My timing was better, 

the book was a bestseller, but I was still wrong. Or at least incomplete. 

Flipping the Funnel finishes the sentence. Now, I might just be right: 

Turn strangers into friends.
 Turn friends into donors
  And then... do the most important job:
   Turn your donors into fundraisers.

The math is compelling. Most of the people in the world are not your donors. They 
haven’t even heard of you, actually. And while many of these people are not qualified 
buyers or aren’t interested in supporting your organization, many of them might—if 
they only knew you existed, if they could only be persuaded that your offering is worth 
investing time and energy and passion and money into. 

But how on earth are you going to get them to know about you? 

We’re living in the most cluttered marketplace in history. Whether you are curing cancer, 
encouraging faith or educating people in need, people are better at ignoring you than 
ever before. You don’t have enough time to get your message out. 

Not only that, but you can’t afford to interrupt all the people you need to reach. The cost 
of running an ad that gets seen or an ad that gets clicked on or a direct mail campaign 
that gets opened is higher than it has ever been. You just don’t have enough money to get 
your message to all the people who need to hear it. 

We’re living in the most 
cluttered marketplace 
in history. Whether 
you are curing cancer, 
encouraging faith or 
educating people in 
need, people are better at 
ignoring you than ever 
before. You don’t have 
enough time to get your 
message out.
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And not only that, but you don’t have enough people. Your fundraising team isn’t as 
big as you’d like it to be, and all of your best volunteers are funning flat out—without 
succeeding as much as you’d like. 

But wait. 

You have assets that are underused: your friends and your supporters. 

I define your “friends” as the prospects you’ve earned permission to talk with—even 
though they haven’t turned into donors or volunteers yet. And your donors have crossed 
the Rubicon; they’ve been converted from total strangers to interested friends, and then 
all the way to dedicated supporters of your cause. 

And there’s a bunch of them. 

You’ve certainly got more donors than fundraisers (at least I hope so). And your list of 
permission-based friends probably dramatically exceeds your list of donors. 

The Funnel

Marketing is a funnel. You put undifferentiated 
prospects into the top. Some of them hop out, 
unimpressed with what you have to offer. Others 
learn about you and your organization, hear from 
their peers, compare offerings, and eventually 
come out the bottom, as patrons, converts and 
supporters. 

If you’re like most marketers, you’ve been 
spending a lot of time trying to shovel more 
and more attention into the top of the funnel. 
After all, if you can expose your idea to enough 
people, you can afford to buy more attention, to 
run more ads, to put more people into the top. 

As we’ve seen, though, the amount of time and 
money you need to keep that funnel filled can 
explode your budget pretty quickly. 

The amount of time 
and money you need to 
keep that funnel filled 
can explode your budget 
pretty quickly.
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Here’s a quick example. 
The chart at right 
compares Web traffic at 
diabetes.org (which is 
supported by more than a 
million dollars’ worth of 
advertising and in-kind 
support every year) with 
Squidoo.com, a brand 
new community-driven 
site. Squidoo is in blue. 

Flip the Funnel 

Here’s a different idea: 
What if we flip the funnel and turn 
it into a megaphone? 

What if you could figure out how 
to use the Internet to empower 
the people who like you, who 
respect you, who have a vested 
interest in your success? I call this 
group of people—your friends and 
prospects and customers who are 
willing to do this—your fan club. 

A new set of online tools makes this approach not just a possibility, but also an 
imperative for any organization hoping to grow. Give your fan club a megaphone and get 
out of the way. 

They Don’t Care (They Don’t Have To) 

Most of your friends and supporters don’t talk about you. 

In many cases, it’s because they’re unimpressed. Somewhere along the way, your 
organization put fundraising or bureaucracy ahead of relationships. Or you created 
something that was just fine, but not remarkable. Or you’re in a sector where the 
customers just don’t care that much. (When was the last time you talked about the Junior 
League?) 

What about those 
members that are 
impressed? Whom do 
they tell? Do they do 
it often? Do they do it 
with leverage, or do their 
goodwill and good words 
get dissipated quickly? 
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But what about those members that are impressed? Whom do they tell? Do they do it 
often? Do they do it with leverage, or do their goodwill and good words get dissipated 
quickly? 

The challenge you face is that people don’t care about you. They care about themselves, 
which is pretty natural. So someone is unlikely to expend a lot of time and energy and 
personal branding effort to promote your cause— it’s too much work and there’s nothing 
in it for them (at least not yet). 
Even then, once you overcome those hurdles, your fan club’s meager efforts on your 
behalf (which seem huge) rarely catch fire. Not loud enough, not often enough, too 
short-lived. 

Then Came the Net 

Thanks to Al Gore, the Internet changes everything. Now, one person armed with a 
keyboard can reach millions. One person with a video camera can tell a story that travels 
around the world. And one person with a blog can sell a lot of computers. 

The trick is this: you need to give your fan club some leverage, an amplifier—a 
megaphone. 

Your former patrons, the aggrieved ones, the critics—they’ve already found the Web. 
They’re the ones who have managed to post play-by-play accounts of your misdeeds and 
missteps. They’re motivated and they’re already embracing this medium. 

A diligent marketer, however, can make it easy for your fan club to get the word out as 
well. And to do it in an authentic, uncontrolled, honest way. 

It’s astonishing to see how 
quickly this idea has become 
popular. Two of the most 
successful information-
sharing sites have been 
growing at an amazing clip.

The easiest way to grasp 
this is through examples. 
I’m going to describe three 
online services that have 
been around for a year or 
more, and then a new one 
that I developed and that 
launched at the end of 
2005. All of them are free, 
effective, and easy to use. 

Now, one person armed 
with a keyboard can reach 
millions. One person with 
a video camera can tell a 
story that travels around 
the world. And one 
person with a blog can 
sell a lot of computers.
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Del.icio.us 

Tricky name, simple idea. The del.icio.us site makes it easy for anyone to “tag” Web 
pages. A tag is just a simple set of keywords that people can use to mark a page or an 
item. Del.icio.us gives its registered users a tool that, in just a click or two, permits them 
to bookmark and tag a site. 

I did a search on “diabetes” because I wanted to find some detailed information on a 
health issue. The bookmarks that had been tagged led me to a site filled with white 
papers—all written by passionate advocates that wanted to support (and spread) their 
point of view. 

No, it’s not an earth-shattering discovery. But the chance of that site surfacing in Google 
is slim—yet, because eight people (not a computer) had tagged this page, it rose in 
popularity and got noticed. 

What happens to your site when a dozen of your biggest fans start tagging your pages? 
The Acumen Fund has hundreds of pages on its site—yet most of them are essentially 
invisible. If the organization made it easy for donors and supporters to start tagging 
pages, the most important messages would rise to the top. 

The same thing is true for art museums, religious groups and the ACLU. In every case, 
there are pages, buried and doomed to decay into obscurity. But if a few surfers tagged 
the pages appropriately, though, other surfers would find it. And the word would spread. 

The big secret of del.icio.us is that the percentage of users who do the tagging is tiny. 
Most of the traffic to the site is looking for the tagging done by a tiny minority. This is 
the essence of online leverage. 

ACTION ITEM: Figure out who the happiest members of your fan club are (I’m 
assuming you’ve already done that). Then teach them about del.icio.us and get out of the 
way. Sure, some of the tags will point out your lame products or offerings. Some will be 
more blunt than you’d like. Learn from those, but understand that it’s part of the deal. 

Figure out who the 
happiest members of 
your fan club are (I’m 
assuming you’ve already 
done that). Then teach 
them about del.icio.us 
and get out of the way.
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Blogging (Blogger, TypePad, etc.) 

My guess is that if you’re reading this, you know about blogging. Although 80,000 new 
blogs get built every day, it’s likely that most of those don’t last very long—good thing, 
too. Faced with a semi-blank page, most people write stuff that is either boring, selfish, 
or indecipherable. Most bloggers quickly lose interest and their blogs wither away. 

But if you give people a template, you’ll discover that they can thrive. Give them a hole 
to fill, and fill it they will. 

Imagine creating a customer blog where every one of your supporters is invited to post 
a comment. Your post could be as simple as “Today we built a school in Sri Lanka. 
Comment below and let us know what you think of it.” 

Yes, you can edit the comments on your blog, but no, you shouldn’t delete the negative 
ones. Get rid of the profanity, the anonymous heckling, and the juvenile, but if you’re 
going to give your users a megaphone, you need to let them use it. If you don’t, no one 
will bother reading. 

The real power of blogs comes from the fact that they can be as specific as you like. 
It’s easy to imagine a blog about the quest to create a new pricing model for adopting 
dogs from your animal shelter, or to enable a discussion about a particularly contentious 
AJAX coding convention at your open-source software group. Most of these blogs will 
be ignored, but some (perhaps more than some) will gain a following and help spread the 
word about your work. 

Obviously, in addition to allowing comments on your blog, the big win comes when 
fan club members build their own blogs (or when you convert bloggers into fan club 
members!). The tools are now available to do just that. 

Flickr 

Flickr is a photo-sharing site. It is incredibly easy to post digital photos and tag them. 
Photos of what? How about the families that benefit from your work or the scene at the 
closing banquet of your convention? What if you sent digital cameras to teachers using 
your materials... I have no idea what masses of people will want to take pictures of (or 
look at) but it’s pretty clear that people enjoy expressing themselves. 

This phenomenon is moving beyond photos. Google is now hosting videos. The Beastie 
Boys recently gave 50 video cameras to fans and had them all videotape the same 
concert. Then all that footage was edited into one film. 

In addition to allowing 
comments on your blog, 
the big win comes when 
fan club members build 
their own blogs (or when 
you convert bloggers into 
fan club members!). The 
tools are now available to 
do just that.
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In each case, the idea is the same. By making it easy for people to use pictures, you 
allow a massively parallel publishing operation to take place, spreading the word in ways 
you could never execute on your own. 

Your first instinct will be to upload the photos yourself, to somehow control the 
dissemination of information. But that just won’t work—not on Flickr or on any of 
these other services, either. The community is too large and too powerful. You can’t 
outperform them; you must join them. 

Thinking About the United Way

Once the mightiest of the retail charities in the United States, the United Way has 
disappointed over the last decade or so. Some would blame it on management mistakes. 
I think it’s something different than that. 

The United Way is a classic top-down approach. By creating arrangments with the 
Fortune 500, they were able to do payroll deduction on millions of paychecks. That, all 
by itself, was the key to their scale. 

But what happens when those relationships aren’t as important? 

Because people rarely talk about the United Way and its work, the word of their great 
efforts doesn’t spread as far and as fast as it might. As a result, it’s hard for them to catch 
up when the payroll-deduction approach loses juice. 

Compare this to the brilliant peer-to-peer gimmick embraced by Nike and Lance 
Armstrong. No, I’m not proposing that one dollar bracelets can replace multi-million 
dollar community-based giving. What I do believe, though, is that the Armstrong 
LiveStrong idea spread so far, so fast precisely because of their side-to-side, not top 
down approach. 

In our ever faster, ever more selfish world, the chances of growing a non-profit with a 
top down approach are tiny. It’s just too hard, we’re too busy and you don’t have enough 
time or money. 

That’s why I was compelled to create a team to build Squidoo. It’s a platform that 
enables people to point to the products, services, and ideas that matter to them. Squidoo 
is unashamedly action-based because our world is action based. 

Squidoo is not social networking. It’s social databasing. Here’s what we’re trying to do. 

The community is too 
large and too powerful. 
You can’t outperform 
them; you must join 
them.
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Squidoo 

Squidoo is an all-purpose platform for user-generated content. It’s designed to make it 
easy for each member of your fan club to build a page that highlights the best of what 
you have to offer. 

A Squidoo page contains links—links to products for sale, to reviews, to pictures, 
to videos, to RSS feeds, and to blogs. A Squidoo page, which is called a lens, is one 
person’s take on one topic. 

A lens on Lupus, for example, could include links to the latest research, to books for 
sale on the topic at Amazon, to local doctors doing cutting edge work and to your 
organization. A lens designed to support the Red Cross, on the other hand, might have 
nothing on it at all about emergencies—just products you could buy, with royalties 
earmarked for earthquake relief. 

The only thing the pages have in common is that they are built by real people, for real 
people. Squidoo pages form a social database—a human index of the best stuff on a 
given topic. 

Every lens generates royalty income. Royalties from affiliate income (a Netflix 
membership, an Amazon sale, an eBay auction...) as well as from ad revenue. And you 
can establish an account for your non-profit so that the income from every single lens 
your fans build will default to your charity. 

The magic of Squidoo comes from the proximity effect. Every lens is next to every other 
lens, so the serendipity of exploration kicks in. Squidoo attracts traffic from across the 
Web—people find a lens they are interested in, and it leads them to another lens, or to a 
product or a service they didn’t know about. The person coming to a lens is exploring—
looking for new ideas and solutions—which is exactly where you want to be. 

The biggest difference between Squidoo and the other social services is that Squidoo 
adds value by juxtaposing ideas so they coalesce into useful meaning. A Flickr picture 
becomes popular because it’s clever or funny. A blog posting gains an audience when 
other bloggers decide it’s useful enough to refer to on their blogs. But a Squidoo lens 
works when it presents important information as part of a whole—when it’s a piece of 
the big picture of meaning. 

Imagine, for instance, if the New York Philharmonic made it easy for three thousand of 
its supporters to build Squidoo lenses about dressing their kids for winter. A lens that 
included links to just the good stuff—the right clothes, fashions, sleds, and outdoor 
gear—would save a mom a huge amount of time and trouble in online selection. The 
value comes from each lenses’ selection and the presentation of the ideas inside. Now 
imagine that each of these supporters told 10 or 20 friends... who bought clothes from 
LL Bean or Backcountry.com. That’s 30,000 or more transactions, with a royalty from 
each one supporting the Philharmonic. 

Because people rarely 
talk about the United Way 
and its work, the word of 
their great efforts doesn’t 
spread as far and as fast 
as it might. As a result, 
it’s hard for them to catch 
up when the payroll-
deduction approach loses 
juice.
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A more sophisticated example: Presenting links to articles on obesity. Those articles 
have been on a non-profit’s website all along, but only by presenting them together, 
along with a narrative that makes it all clear, can the lensmaster offer a page that’s worth 
looking at. 

Here are four ways I can see using Squidoo to give your fans a megaphone: 

a. A charity (take JDRF, for example) encourages its network of donors and 
 supporters to view its lens highlighting current research and projects, thus 
 surfacing the important new stuff for new readers. That lens drives traffic 
 to their site, which increases donations, which leads to more lens traffic, 
 and on and on. 

b. A non-profit supporting native people by enabling them to sell crafts and 
 handmade work online makes it easy for customers to build lenses in which 
 they each profile the items they’ve purchased, including links to various 
 objects and auctions and photos from Flickr. If only 1% of the customer 
 base (well-connected crafts fans!) take them up on this, they’ve increased 
 web exposure by a factor of one thousand. For free. 

c. A site with an online content strategy uses lenses to expose that content. 
 So, for example, a yoga center could build a lens about various forms of 
 meditation making it far easier for someone who is not already a yoga fan 
 to discover content she didn’t even know she was looking for. 

d. A corporation “adopts” a non-profit and challenges its customers and 
 employees to build lenses on a wide variety of topics—with all the proceeds* 
 benefiting the charity. 

e. (and a bonus): Think hard about this one, please, and don’t keep reading until 
 you can give me a good reason why you shouldn’t do it: Every non-profit 
 goes to its donors, but instead of asking for money, just gives each donor a 
 link and asks them to build a lens. That lens earns a penny, a nickel, a dollar a 
 day for the non-profit. And spreads the word as well. Suddenly, donors can 
 help not by digging deeper, but by sharing their passion. 

*Proceeds? Yes, there are proceeds. Every lens earns a royalty for a charity or its 
creator. The royalties come from a share of the ads that run on the site, as well as from 
directly earned affiliate revenue. An example? If a movie lover builds a site that refers to 
Netflix, and Netflix records a new member as a result, the person who built the site—the 
lensmaster—earns as much as $10. Build enough lenses and drive enough traffic, and it 
can add up. 

For more Squidoo, check out this ebook and this lens: (Everyone’s an Expert and 
Working with Squidoo.)

Funnel flipping is a bit 
different. Different in 
that it clearly works and 
that it doesn’t cost much. 
But it takes even more 
commitment. It takes a 
substantial emotional 
investment at the top, 
as well as consistent, 
measured effort by 
everyone involved. 
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On Commitment and Investment 

The thing about these flipped-funnel techniques is that they don’t cost you any money 
(in fact, they could generate revenue). As a result, many 501 3(c) organizations, skeptical 
of things that are new and inexpensive, don’t take swift action. They may assign a junior 
person, or dabble around with something in their spare time and see what happens. 
We’ve seen this movie before—it’s hard to take action when you have the biggest 
opportunity, but seemingly a lot easier when it involves investing millions to catch up. 

What a shame. 

Watch a company that’s intending to advertise during the Super Bowl. The $3 million for 
airtime is a fraction of the expense and effort they put into the commercial. The company 
and its agency will spend months planning a commercial. They’ll hire a fancy director 
and Equity actors and build a set in South Beach with waves crashing in the background. 
The sales force will be prepped, brochures will be created. The company will probably 
even build a hospitality tent at the game itself, flying in big buyers from around the 
country—on a private jet. 

All so the company can spend millions on an ad that probably won’t work. 

Watch a non-profit in search of a big grant. They’ll drop everything to follow the format 
and meet the deadlines. All for a longshot with no real positive side effects if it fails. 

Funnel flipping is a bit different. Different in that it clearly works and that it doesn’t cost 
much. But it takes even more commitment. It takes a substantial emotional investment 
at the top (hence this ebook—feel free to forward it around), as well as consistent, 
measured effort by everyone involved. 

The first time you invite fans to install the del.icio.us toolbar, they might not do it. The 
first time you email people a link to build a Squidoo lens, they might ignore you. And 
the first time you read a comment on your blog that embarrasses you, you’ll be tempted 
to quit. 

All good reasons to keep going. 

The fact that it isn’t trivially easy for big organizations (or small ones) to embrace this 
approach is exactly why it’s working. Being first matters. Being first in a substantial 
way, with a real online presence, matters even more. 

I’m confident that over the next nine months, one organization after another will 
empower its fan club to speak up, to be noticed, and to spread the word. The question 
that remains is: Who will go first and create a lasting impression, and who will be timid 
and fall behind, perhaps permanently? 

The fact that it isn’t 
trivially easy for big 
organizations (or small 
ones) to embrace this 
approach is exactly why 
it’s working. Being first 
matters. Being first in 
a substantial way, with 
a real online presence, 
matters even more. 
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Isn’t This (just) a Clever Spin on Word of Mouth? 

A recent article in The New York Times reported on the Word of Mouth Marketing 
Association (WOMMA) and their recent convention in Orlando. The theme of the article 
(not surprising, since it ran in their Advertising column) was that somehow, WOM was 
a replacement for advertising. The article implied that frustrated advertisers could see an 
end to their troubles because word of mouth was here to save the day. 

I don’t think most marketers have a clue about how word of mouth can help them. They 
think they need to use word of mouth, to manipulate it, to pay for it and put it to work. 

I may be in the minority, but I think it’s a lot more organic than that. I think consumers 
of all kinds are too smart. They’re not going to get fooled into shilling for a company—
even a well-intentioned non-profit— that manipulates them into it. When the megaphone 
becomes a shortsighted corporate initiative, it’s gotta fail. 

The alternative lies in being authentic. In creating services that are genuinely worth 
talking about. In going out of your way to invest in experiences that people choose to 
share. Then, yes, by all means, make the tools available. Amplify the happiest fans. 
But without the kernel of truth, you’ve got nothing but a short-lived packaged-goods 
campaign. 

What Now? 

It starts with this big idea: Can you buy into the fact that you can empower your fans 
to speak up? Once you are willing to make that commitment, the tactics are simple and 
straightforward. You can publicize the tools, build the affiliate links, create the RSS 
feeds, and start down the road to embracing your biggest supporters. Of course, after 
you do that, you’ll need to deliver ever-more-remarkable products and services—so your 
fans have something to talk about. 

This ebook comes in three editions: Companies - Non-Profits - Politics
This is the Non-Profits edition. If you want one of the other editions, click above.
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Social Movements Need 
An Infrastructure To Succeed

By Chip Berlet

The political Right currently runs the country. That’s very annoying, but pretending it 
isn’t true is foolhardy. What is really annoying is that in the late 1970s some of us were 
giving speeches and writing articles explaining that rightists intended to take over the 
country. It wasn’t hard to figure that out, since at the same time right-wing ideolo- gues 
and strategists were also giving speeches and writing articles describing in elaborate 
detail how they planned to do it. Well, they did it. 

The U.S. Human Rights Network observes, “human rights are protected through building 
social movements.” Now we have a practical demonstration that human rights can be 
undermined through building backlash counter-movements. Central to the conservative 
plan was understanding that social movements pull political movements toward them, 
not the other way around. Social movements are often involved in politics, but they step 
beyond the limits of the electoral and legislative system to use other means ranging from 
demonstrations to civil disobedience and beyond. 

Conservative strategists studied how the labor movement had yanked the Roosevelt 
administration into crafting a social safety net in the 1930s. They studied how the civil 
rights movement had whacked the Democratic Party in the north into pulling away 
from the segregationist demands of the southern Democratic Party “Dixiecrats.” So 
conservatives decided to build a right-wing social movement to pull the Republican 
Party to the right. It worked. 

Starting in the 1970s, many sociologists rejected the idea that activists were engaged 
in irrational collective behavior, but began studying social movements as collections 
of people with complaints who develop a plan to make the larger society respond 
to their needs. What does it take to build a strong social movement? With a tip of 
the intellectual hat to Goffman, Zald, McCarthy, Meyer, Gamson, Snow, McAdam, 
Benford, Klandermans, Johnston, Ewick, Silbey, Polletta, and a marching band of other 
academics, these are the basic building blocks of a successful social movement: 

• A discontented group of politicized persons who share the perception that they 
  have common grievances they want society to address 

• A powerful and lucid ideological vision linked to strategies and tactics that 
  have some reasonable chance of success 

• The recruitment of people into the movement through pre-existing social, 
  political, and cultural networks 

• A core group of trusted strategic leaders and local activists who effectively 
  mobilize, organize, educate, and communicate with the politicized mass base 

• The efficient mobilization of resources that are available, or can be developed, 
  to assist the movement to meet its goals 

We have a practical 
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• An institutional infrastructure integrating political coordination, research and 
  policy think tanks, training centers, conferences, and alternative media 

• Political opportunities in the larger social and political scene that can be 
  exploited by movement leaders and activists 

• The skillful framing of ideas and slogans for multiple audiences such as 
  leaders, members, potential recruits, policymakers, and the general public 

An attractive movement culture that creates a sense of community through mass rituals, 
celebrations, music, drama, poetry, art, and narrative stories about past victories, current 
struggles, and future successes [affects] the ability of recruits to craft a coherent and 
functional identity as a movement participant.

Since the 1970s, the political right has invested more than $2 billion in building an 
institutional infrastructure. Liberal and left foundations actually hand out more money 
per year than their conservative counterparts and there is some funding of training and 
inside-the-beltway policy work. A few funders have shifted more support to alternative 
media and conferences, but the most underfunded area on the Left is progressive 
research and policy think tanks and groups monitoring the political Right. I’m not 
talking about think tanks that are closely tied to the Democratic Party, but independent 
research and policy organizations whose central goal is building a strong progressive 
movement for human rights, social equality, economic fairness, a healthy environment, 
and peace. 

Since I work at a progressive think tank, Political Research Associates, this claim is 
obviously self- serving, but that doesn’t make it inaccurate. Studies by the National 
Committee for Responsive Philanthropy have reached similar conclusions. I talked with 
folks at several other research groups that study the political Right (those that haven’t 
gone under in recent years) and it seems we all have research tasks we would like to 
pursue, and research, monitoring, or training projects for which we have unsuccessfully 
sought funds. 

Here is just one example. The Center for New Community has a Building Democracy 
initiative designed to counter “racism and other forms of bigotry through strategic 
research, community organizing, education and training. Its work to develop an 
anti-racist youth culture; its collaboration with human, civil, and immigrant rights 
organizations in response to anti-immigrant activity; and its release of nationally 
recognized research reports mark its recent advances to address these realities.” The 
Center would like to expand this work. It lacks the funds. In a similar way, more staff 
and resources could be put to good use at other groups such as the National Gay and 
Lesbian Task Force Policy Institute, Americans United for Separation of Church and 
State, and Political Research Associates. 

Want a concrete example? Among the earliest progressive researchers who wrote books 
and articles about the rise of the political Right were Sara Diamond, Russ Bellant, and 
Fred Clarkson. For a time Diamond wrote an excellent column about the political right 
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for Z Magazine. In the long run, however, none of these three fine researchers and 
journalists could make a living doing what they did best. Compare them to Ann Coulter, 
Dinesh D’Souza, and the swarm of right-wing ideologues plucked fresh from college 
and generously financed with stipends, grants, and fellowships from conservative 
foundations.  

Investigative reporter Bill Berkowitz has managed to continue to write about the political 
right, as have I, and there is a new crop of writers including Michelle Goldberg, Max 
Blumenthal, Esther Kaplan, Jeff Sharlett, and others. But there still is no long-term 
consistent funding for progressive research on the many sectors of the U.S. political 
Right. 

Most liberal and left foundations will tell you up front that they don’t fund research, 
conferences, or media. That’s exactly what the political Right funded to help build 
the infrastructure of their successful social movement. The staff of many progressive 
foundations privately will admit that they are well aware of this scenario, but they are 
not able to get foundation priorities and guidelines shifted to respond to the strategic 
challenge by the conservative infrastructure. 

The progressive movement for social change is being fed head first into a gigantic, 
well-funded, right- wing, ideological sausage-making machine, while foundations that 
consider themselves progressive are dispensing band-aids. If we figured out how to stop 
the machine, we wouldn’t need the band-aids.
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Ten Common Mistakes in 
Selecting Donor Databases

(And How to Avoid Them)
By Robert Weiner

How do you choose a donor database that will support successful fundraising? 
The software is only half the story. Fundraising technology strategist Robert 
Weiner addresses ten common mistakes that can prevent you from selecting the 
right database and managing it effectively.

Picture, if you will, two nonprofits.  The first has a donor database that is full of bad 
data.  Donors are getting the wrong receipts or no receipts at all.  The organization 
cannot use the database to plan their fundraising strategies or track their effectiveness.  
The few reports they can get are useless.  Staff members complain that no one trained 
them, and they get no technical support.  For obvious reasons, they hate the system.  
The second organization loves its database.  Their data is clean, their donors get timely, 
accurate mailings, the organization has a good handle on its fundraising activities, and 
staff get the reports they want.  New personnel are trained on the database before they 
ever log in, and someone on staff helps them resolve any problems and questions that 
come up.

Both nonprofits are using the same software package. 

How can this be?  Perhaps the first organization has outgrown its old system.  But it is 
quite likely that the organization never had the right software to begin with, and then 
proceeded to use it incorrectly.  They made a series of bad decisions and have been 
struggling with them ever since. 

How do you avoid this fate?  Selecting and managing a donor database is never easy, but 
if you avoid the mistakes on this list, you can start out on the right foot.

1) Letting Techies Make the Decision 

In the early days of computing, programmers created all donor databases.  Their role was 
to turn fundraising concepts into software programs.  But since most fundraisers did not 
(and still do not) want to be involved in the detailed decisions and testing required to 
design a database, programmers usually drove the project.

Although the market for donor databases has changed significantly over the past three 
decades, techies still make many of the purchasing decisions.  However, few techies 
have experience with fundraising.  This makes it critical to get input from the people 
who will actually use the database.  You don’t need to include every staff member, but 
you should get input from all levels of the organization (management, departments, 

The techies should 
be there to advise on 
whether a system will fit 
into your organization’s 
technology strategy and 
be supportable in the long 
term, but they should not 
make the final decision.
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end users), fundraisers from all areas of Development (direct mail, grants, major gifts, 
corporate relations, and planned giving—if you have all of these), and other staff who 
may be impacted by a new system (administrative and data entry, those who create 
and run reports, other departments that provide input or use fundraising data).  The 
techies should be there to advise on whether a system will fit into your organization’s 
technology strategy and be supportable in the long term, but they should not make the 
final decision. 

2) Wishful Budgeting

Before you go shopping for a database, you need to know what you can spend.  And 
before you sign a contract, you need to make sure you can afford to pay the bill, now 
and in the future.  Over a five-year period, software could be as little as a one-fifth of 
your total cost. You might need new computers and printers, network upgrades, help 
in moving your data to the new system, extra end-user training, help developing new 
processes and policies, and perhaps even new staff to manage the system.  This effect 
is magnified as the software price rises—more complex software requires more staff 
training, stronger policies, and better business processes.  You also need to plan for the 
annual software maintenance fee, which is usually about twenty-five percent of the 
software’s retail price.  The bottom line: if you cannot afford to train your staff and pay 
the annual maintenance fee, do not buy the software.

3) Prioritizing Price above Everything Else 

Buy the product that meets your top needs, fits your resources, and offers the best price. 
Think in terms of Return on Investment.  Software that allows you to have better control 
over your fundraising programs, manage your solicitations, track your results, and 
analyze your effectiveness is a good investment that will pay dividends for many years.

Accept a donation (whether of software or services) only if it fits your selection criteria. 
Feel free to accept input from board members, donors, volunteers, or the boss, but in the 
end, make an educated, strategic decision.

4) Randomly Looking at Demos 

Yogi Berra is supposed to have said, “You’ve got to be very careful if you don’t know 
where you’re going, because you might not get there.”  And if you do not know what 
you want from your donor database, you might get to the wrong “there.”  Randomly 
looking at software demonstrations is not likely to produce a good result. 

Your first step should be to convene a selection team that will help you make the 
decision.  Make sure they understand their role—is it their decision, or are they advising 
management?  Will the decisions be made based on majority-rule or consensus?

If you cannot afford to 
train your staff and pay 
the annual maintenance 
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The team should start by understanding the current system (what works? what doesn’t? 
what codes and reports do you actually use?).   Next, develop a list of needs.  These can 
be general, like “ad-hoc report writer,” or specific, like the ability to track a 15-character 
appeal code or analyze membership upgrades, downgrades, and renewals.  Don’t forget 
to consider future needs, especially if major organizational changes are anticipated.  
Then the team should identify the mandatory items on the list.  “Mandatory” means that 
if the system cannot provide that one single feature you will have to reject the database, 
no matter what else it can do.  Everything that is not mandatory goes on the “wish list,” 
which should be ranked roughly in priority order (e.g. A, B, C).  Consider what worked 
at your last job only if the needs, budgets, and staffing are similar.

Next, identify a pool of possible vendors.  (Links to several vendor listings are 
posted at http://www.rlweiner.com/resources.html#donors.)  In addition, you can ask 
for suggestions from your professional network, or on email forums for nonprofit 
professionals.  Be sure to get references from comparable organizations (e.g., type of 
nonprofit, number of staff, budget size, fundraising volume, number of locations, etc.).  
There is no point in finding out which database the Red Cross headquarters uses if your 
organization’s annual budget is $250,000.

You might wish, or be required, to use a Request for Proposals (RFP).  If you do, be sure 
that the questions you ask can be answered unambiguously, and will help you narrow the 
vendor pool.  Think ahead to how you will use and rate the responses.  Keep in mind that 
not all vendors will not respond to an RFP, particularly a lengthy one. 

When you look at software demos, make sure the vendors address your mandatory 
and top priority requirements.  You can help ensure this by providing a list of your 
requirements, or a script that the vendors must follow.  Make sure each vendor follows 
the same process: If you use a script for the demos, every vendor will need to follow the 
same script.  If one vendor gets four hours for a demo, the rest should as well.  Give each 
vendor the same information about your needs.  If you answer a substantive question 
for one vendor, give the same information to the others.  Follow up the information that 
vendors provide by checking references carefully and spending time testing a demo 
version of the software. 

5) Falling in Love with Cool Features

Your donor database has to meet your needs and provide room for growth.  But 
the vendor is also a critical factor.  The right vendor will keep up with changing 
technologies, provide good training and support, and supply usable documentation.  
Remember, if the vendor disappears you will have to do this all over again.  Reference 
checks will help you check the vendor’s track record.  If the company’s stock is publicly 
traded, you can find detailed financial information.  You can also get some financial 
information from Dun and Bradstreet.  If the company seems risky, you might want to 
visit their office and see how they run their operation.
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6) Falling in Love with the Salesperson 

You are not buying the sales person.   In fact, in most cases you will never hear from the 
salesperson after you sign the contract, so don’t worry about hurting her feelings.  Try 
to look past who has the best personality or the nicest suit and judge the software on its 
own merits. 

7) Buying More Than You Need

Don’t buy a Ferrari if you only need (or can afford, or can maintain) a Honda Civic.  
It’s great to be able to track every detail about every prospect and donor, but will your 
staff have time to use those features?  Plan for the future, but make sure you can use it 
now.  With some systems, you may be able to start small and buy additional modules as 
needed (although you will have to be prepared to pay for additional training and annual 
support along with the new modules).  One often-overlooked option is improving what 
you have—it isn’t reasonable to compare a five-year-old version of your current software 
to the most recent versions of other software.

8) Confusing Highly Functional Software with Highly Trained 
Staff 

Complex software requires your staff to have more computer skills, not less.  Under-
trained staff, poor communication, dysfunctional business processes, and poor 
management will not be solved by new software.  Usually, the problems will get worse. 

It’s also important to look at your staffing and procedures as part of the project.  Beware 
of management and “people” problems masquerading as technology problems.  For 
instance, if you are having problems getting accurate reports, are the problems being 
caused by the database software, sloppy data entry, lack of communication between 
fundraisers and techies, poor training, or bad programming logic in the reports?  If it 
takes two weeks to produce a receipt, does the problem lie with the database or with 
your business practices?

9) Hoping That the Database Will Install Itself 

Although it accounts for eight of the ten topics in this article, buying software is 
usually the easiest part of the project.  Next comes the hard part: the conversion project.  
Conversions usually have many components: mapping the fields, codes and reports in 
the old database to the new one; cleaning up your current data (manually or through 
programs); figuring out what to do with data that does not fit easily into the new 
database; defining new codes and reports; testing the converted data; setting up business 
rules (how various tasks will be accomplished); defining system security (who can log 
in and what can they view, add, change or delete); setting up system parameters (code 
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types and values, user-defined fields); building interfaces to other systems; defining and 
documenting your procedures; creating a data entry style guide; and writing training 
materials.

Someone is going to need to oversee that work.  This project manager will need to 
understand your fundraising programs and learn how the software works.  She probably 
has a full time job that may be derailed by this project, and her manager will need to 
understand this before the project starts.  The project manager is also likely to need help 
from your fundraisers and administrative staff, each of whom have their own jobs to do.  
Some organizations get through conversions by reassigning staff or hiring temporary 
staff to support the staff working on the project.  Complex software must also be 
properly configured, which may require help from the vendor or a consultant. 

If you have a hard deadline (like the end of the fiscal year), you need to make sure 
everyone knows this.  You also need to consider the implications of missing it and have 
contingency plans in place. 

Finally, you should try to build some flexibility into your budget, in case unexpected 
costs arise.  They say that time is money, but the reverse is also true.  More money can 
pay for temporary staff, overtime, and more help from the vendor or consultants.

10) Leaving the Database to Fend for Itself

At long last, your new system is live, your data is clean, all processes and data entry 
standards are documented, you have a training manual, and your staff are fully trained.  
(Well, you can dream.)  The second law of thermodynamics says, more or less, that if 
you do not continue to put energy into maintaining the system it will degrade.  How can 
you keep entropy at bay?

First, someone should “own” the database and be responsible for quality control.  This 
role is sometimes called the “data manager” (as opposed to a technical “database 
administrator.”)  This person must make sure that your data entry procedures are 
documented and followed, and run periodic audit reports to identify problems. 

Someone will also need to make sure that staff are trained on new features and 
procedures, and that new staff are trained before they start entering data. 

New systems often change the way work gets done.  You will need to make sure that job 
duties and descriptions still match reality.  You might also need to spend time thinking 
through how data and paperwork move through your organization. 

Finally, you will need to budget for ongoing hardware and software upgrades, annual 
software maintenance fees, and ongoing training from the vendor—including attendance 
at annual Users Group conferences.
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In Conclusion

How do you end up like the contented nonprofit mentioned above, with clean data, 
solid reports, and happy staff?  The software tool itself is only half the story—the other 
half lies in understanding what you need, and then following through.  Sophisticated 
fundraising combines a realistic development plan with appropriate staffing and the 
financial and technical resources needed to achieve the plan.  With a solid selection 
process, proper attention during the conversion, and good staff training and support, you 
can choose software that supports your organization’s long-term goals.

 

 This article was adapted from a workshop created with Dawn Trygstad Rubin 
for CompassPoint’s Silicon Valley Conference on Nonprofits and Technology. 
Many thanks to Tim Mills-Groninger and Dawn Trygstad Rubin for their 
advice.
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Dynamics of Power, Inclusion, and Exclusion
By Lisa VeneKlasen with Valerie Miller, Just Associates

Drawn from VeneKlasen, Lisa with Valerie Miller. A New Weave of Power, 
People & Politics: The Action Guide for Advocacy and Citizen Participation. 
Oklahoma City: World Neighbors, 2002. 

Underneath questions of injustice and inequality is the question of power. Because 
people oftensee power negatively, it is a subject that can be uncomfortable and thus, 
many of us are reluctant to probe. However, our task in advocacy is to identify the 
negative uses and dynamics of powerand transform them to constructive ends. For that 
reason, this section begins with some conceptual information that can help to clarify and 
deepen understanding of how power works.Getting to understand power may begin as a 
personal process where the simple act of talking about it openly can help people grapple 
with the controversy and discomfort surrounding thetopic. 

Defining Power
“Power can be defined as the degree of control over material, human, 
intellectual and financial resources exercised by different sections of society. 
The control of theseresources becomes a source of individual and social power. 
Power is dynamic and relational, rather than absolute — it is exercised in the 
social, economic and politicalrelations between individuals and groups. It is also 
unequally distributed – some individuals and groups having greater control over 
the sources of power and othershaving little or no control. The extent of power 
of an individual or group is correlated to how many different kinds of resources 
they can access and control. 

“Different degrees of power are sustained and perpetuated through social 
divisions suchas gender, age, caste, class, ethnicity, race, north-south; and 
through institutions such as the family, religion, education, media, the law, 
etc. Our understanding of power would beincomplete, unless we recognise its 
partner, ideology. Ideology is a complex structure of beliefs, values, attitudes, 
and ways of perceiving and analyzing social reality. Ideologiesare widely 
disseminated and enforced through social, economic, political and religious 
institutions and structures such as the family, education system, religion, the 
media, theeconomy, and the state, with its administrative, legislative and military 
wings. The economic, political, legal and judicial institutions and structures 
set up and mediated bythe state tend to reinforce the dominant ideology and 
the power of the dominant groups within it, even though their stated objectives 
and policies may be superficiallyegalitarian. While ideology does a far more 
effective job of sustaining an unequal power structure than crude, overt coercion 
and domination, we should not forget that it isalways being reinforced by the 
threat of force, should anyone seek to rebel against the dominant system. 
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“But neither power, ideology, nor the state are static or monolithic. There 
is acontinuous process of resistance and challenge by the less powerful and 
marginalised sections of society, resulting in various degrees of change in the 
structure of power. 

“When these challenges become strong and extensive enough, they can result in 
the totaltransformation of a power structure.”(1) 

Multiple Dimensions of Power
Many advocacy strategies focus on a single dimension of power (usually the most 
visible). However, what makes political power especially difficult to analyze and 
confront is the fact that it does not always operate in visible ways. There are multiple 
dimensions of power that are critical to consider when analyzing a problem, planning an 
intervention, and/or evaluating impact. The less visible dimensions are, of course, more 
difficult to engage since power tends to be concealed and diffuse, embedded in cultural 
and social norms and practices.(2)    

Visible Power: Observable Decisionmaking 

This level includes the visible and definable aspects ofpolitical power – the formal rules, 
structures, authorities, institutions, and procedures of decision making. Examples include 
elections, political parties, laws, legislatures, budgets, corporate policy,by-laws, etc. Yet 
even where fair laws and decisionmaking structures do exist, politics neveroccurs on an 
even playing field. Strategies for social justice that target this level of power are usually 
tryingto change the who, how and what of decisionmaking to be more accountable to the 
poor.

Hidden Power: Setting the Political Agenda 

Certain powerful people and institutions maintain their influence by controlling who 
gets to the decisionmaking table and what gets on the agenda.These dynamics exclude 
and devalue the concerns and representation of other less powerful groups. Difficulties 
in gaining media coverage can further inhibit visibility and legitimacy. By preventing 
important voices and issues from getting a fair public hearing, policymaking can 
be skewed to benefit a few at the expense of the majority. Strategies that focus on 
strengthening organizations and movements of the poor can build collective power and 
new leadership to influence the way the political agenda is shaped and increase their 
legitimacy and voice. 

-----------------------------------------
(1) From the Asia Pacific Bureau of Adult Education’s (ASPBAE) 1993 study undertaken with 
FAO’s Freedom from Hunger campaign as quoted in Women’s Empowerment in South Asia 
– Concepts and Practices, Srilatha Batliwala,ASPBAE/FAO (Draft), 1993. 
(2) See VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). 

Certain powerful 
people and institutions 
maintain their influence 
by controlling who gets 
to the decisionmaking 
table and what gets 
on the agenda.These 
dynamics exclude and 
devalue the concerns and 
representation of other 
less powerful groups. 
Difficulties in gaining 
media coverage can 
further inhibit visibility 
and legitimacy.
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Different Expressions of Power

Power over: Power is seen as a win-lose kind of relationship. Having power 
involves taking it from someone else, and then, using it to dominate and prevent 
others from gaining it.

Power with: has to do with finding common ground among different interests 
and building collective strength. Based on mutual support, solidarity and 
collaboration, it multiplies individualtalents and knowledge. 

Power to: refers to the unique potential of everyperson to shape his or her life 
and world. When based on mutual support, it opens up the possibilities of joint 
action, or power with. 

Power within: has to do with a person’s sense of self-worth and self-knowledge; 
it includes an ability to recognize individual differences whilerespecting others. 
Power within is the capacity to imagine and have hope; it affirms the common 
human search for dignity and fulfillment.

Invisible Power: Shaping Meaning 

Probably the most insidious of the three dimensions of power, invisible power shapes 
the psychological and ideological boundaries of participation. Significant problems 
and issues are not only kept from the decisionmaking table, but also from the minds 
and consciousness of the different players involved, even those directly affected by the 
problem. By influencing how individuals think about their place in the world, this level 
of power shapes people’s beliefs, senseof self, and acceptance of their own superiority 
or inferiority. Processes of socialization, culture and ideology perpetuate exclusion and 
inequality by defining what is normal, acceptable andsafe. Justice strategies in this area 
target social and political culture as well as individual consciousness to transform the 
way people perceive themselves and those around them. 

Developing empowering strategies for justice and solidarity requires attention to how 
the strategy may address or impact these various dimensions of power. In the following 
chart we explore how the dimensions (visible, hidden, invisible) appear at different 
levels: micro and macro. By micro power, we refer to what some call the intimate and 
private realms of power. The intimate realm has to do with one’s sense of self, personal 
confidence, and relationship tobody and health. The private realm refers to relationships 
and roles in families, among friends, sexual partnerships, etc. We also include as micro 
power, power relationships of a limited scope– within organizations and communities. 
By macro power, we are referring to the influences on decisionmaking and debate at a 
national and international level as well as the consciousness ofthe broader society. While 
many of these spaces overlap and intersect, having some notion of these varied power 
dynamics can help to develop more holistic and comprehensive strategies.For example, 
most change strategies aim to transform elements of the macro power system. However, 
experiences with empowerment tell us that changes in macro-level power will not be 
sustained unless accompanied by transformation of micro-level power as well.
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Micro power (Power dynamics 
that takeplace within an individual, 
organization and community) 

 What does representation look like within 
ourorganizations and strategies (who is 
speaking for whom and what are class, 
race, gender,and other differences)? 

Who are the leaders and are 
thereopportunities for new leadership? 

What are the coalition dynamics? How 
aredecisions made? How is conflict 
managed? 

Within family/ community/ organizations/
movements, what agendas dominate?  

Are gender, class, ethnicity and 
otherdimensions integrated into justice 
strategies? 

How is information gathered and used? 
To what extent is practical knowledge 
valued alongside technical expertise? 

How are internalized social (race/gender/
ethnic/class/etc.) roles and stereotypes 
played out in family, work and 
community?

Do people think they are too “stupid” to 
understand the problems that affect them? 

Do they think they have no role and no 
right in changing their situation and that 
they’re toblame for being poor? 

Macro Power (Power dynamics that 
shape nationaland international arenas 
and broader public spaces) 

What does representation look like in 
formal political spaces, international 
financial institutions, etc.? 

How are public policy decisions made 
(who is includedand who is not in the 
process)? 

How do decisionmakers interact (or not) 
with citizens? 

What institutions and/or individuals have 
access to thedecisionmaking process and 
how is this access determined?

How do civil society groups project 
their agenda and get their issues on 
decisionmakers’ agendas? How arespaces 
created to negotiate with decisionmakers? 
How is information used and produced? 

Is there systematic discrimination/
exclusion whether onbasis of race, class, 
gender, age, etc.?

How are problems “sold” to the public – as 
natural, inevitable? Are people made to 
feel that they have any role in the solution?

What is the paradigm of development that 
underlies decisionmaking?

Developed by Just Associates, 2003

Visible 

Observable 
Decision
Making

Hidden

Setting the 
Political
Agenda

Invisible

Shaping 
Meaning

In thinking about the different levels of power, gender theory adds another important 
perspective by reminding us that each individual’s experience of power and 
powerlessness will be different based on gender, race, class, age, or any other number of 
factors. For example, a woman politician who appears confident in public may accept a 
subordinate role in her family; she may even survive abuse in her private relationships 
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while keeping up with the demands and image of her public duties. With the challenge of 
AIDS prevention, we see many seemingly educated, empowered women and men around 
the world fail to take measures to protect themselves against the disease despite the 
knowledge and resources to do so. Acknowledging these layers and contradictions can 
be helpful in understanding the tensions generated by empowerment for many people. 
Change strategies that focus solely on the public realm may overlook critical challenges 
facing people, especially women, when they return to their homes and families.  

Power and Conflict
Power is integral to all conflict . . . practitioners must become aware of their 
own power, their assumptions about power and the values and goals they bring 
to conflict situations. They must also explicitly assess how power is operating 
in the conflictive relationships, evaluate their own role, and seek the appropriate 
process in conflicts of significant power imbalance … In each conflict situation, 
it is important to ask questions such as: What are the sources of power for those 
in conflict? Is there a significant power imbalance? Is power being misused 
or abused? How can the less powerful become more empowered? What 
intervention is most appropriate?

Carolyn Shronk-Shenk, Mediation and Facilitation Training Manual. Akron, PA: 
Mennonite Conciliation Service, 2000.

Adam Curle, one of the pioneers in conflict resolution, highlights the problems of power 
in peacemaking and emphasizes consciousness-raising, advocacy, and negotiation 
as critical moments in the process. The matrix on the next page provides a synopsis 
of his ideas (see also John Paul Lederach). He traces the movement from unpeaceful 
to peaceful relationships by comparing levels of power with levels of awareness 
and moments in the process. When a conflict is hidden or latent, education and 
consciousness-raising help make people aware of the problem and the power imbalances 
inherent in the situation. (3)

As people become conscious of a conflict and their own interests, many move to action 
and confront the problem through advocacy and activism. If successful, the process 
increases the balance of power and legitimizes their efforts for change. Once inequities 
have been addressed, and only then, do negotiation and sustainable peace become 
possible. 

-----------------------------------------
(3) This discussion is based on Adam Curle’s Framework for Moving to Peaceful Relations 
in Making Peace, Tavistock, 1972. John Paul Lederach, Preparing for Peace: Conflict 
Transformation Across Cultures, Syracuse UP, 1995.

Practitioners must 
become aware of 
their own power, their 
assumptions about power 
and the values and goals 
they bring to conflict 
situations. They must 
also explicitly assess how 
power is operating in the 
conflictive relationships, 
evaluate their own role, 
and seek the appropriate 
process in conflicts 
of significant power 
imbalance 
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Breaking the Ice Around Power

Identifying Sources and Uses of Power (4)

This exercise is a quick way to introduce the concept of power and encourage people to 
recognize their own power and potential. It should only take between 30 – 45 minutes.

Show or hand out copies of the illustrations below and then ask participants to:

• Identify and describe the kind of power depicted in each of the four drawings.

• Explain the impact of this kind of power on people’s participation in 
   development.

• Explain the impact of this kind of power on policies and program to address 
   poverty.  

Next, discuss the following two questions:  

• What are the main sources of power?

• What are your potential sources of power as a citizen?

-----------------------------------------
(4) From VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). A New Weave of Power, People & Politics. Oklahoma: 
World Neighbors.
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Power Flower (5)

This exercise is a useful introduction to a broader analysis of power. It helps to:

• identify who we are individually and as a group in relation to those with power 
   in our societies;

• deepen our understanding of how identity, power, subordination, and exclusion 
   affect our organizations, ourselves as individuals, and advocacy planning.

• illustrate how power is dynamic and relational.

The Power Flower looks at who we are in relation to those who have power in society. 
We use the outer circle of petals to describe the dominant social identity. The group 
usually fills in the outer circle of petals together. We use the inner petals to describe the 
social identity of individuals. Participants usually fill in the inner petals by themselves. 

-----------------------------------------
(5) From VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). A New Weave of Power, People & Politics. Oklahoma: 
World Neighbors.
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1. Before the exercise, draw the 
power flower on a large piece of 
paper and place it on the wall. 
Each petal represents one category, 
which can include: sex, race, 
ethnic group, language, religion, 
family type of arrangements 
(single, extended, etc.), social 
class, age group, education, 
ability/disability, geographic 
region (origin), geographic region 
(current), etc.

2. As a group, discuss each 
category and the characteristics of 
those who have most power in the 
society. In the outside circle of 

the petal, fill in these dominant characteristics. (For example, which sex or which ethnic 
group has the most power.)

3. Hand out pieces of paper with pre-drawn flowers on them to each person. Ask 
people to work individually and write in the outer circles of their flowers the dominant 
characteristics that were agreed on by the group. 

4. Ask each person to write their own identities for each petal/category on the flower’s 
inner circle.

Discussion

Once each person has completed their flower, the facilitator can lead a discussion around 
questions such as: 

• How many of your individual characteristics are different from the dominant 
   identity? Which characteristics cannot be changed? What does this say about 
   your own power or potential for power?

• What does the exercise reveal about us as a group? What are the differences 
   and similarities in relation to the dominant power? How can that influence our 
   work? 

• What does this exercise tell us about identity and power more broadly?  

What does the exercise 
reveal about us as 
a group? What are 
the differences and 
similarities in relation 
to the dominant power? 
How can that influence 
our work? 
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Power, Political Participation, and Social Change (6)

Using this tool: This tool will help participants deepen their understanding 
of power as a three-dimensional, dynamic process. It asks people to think 
about how the various dimensions of power impact their work and the kinds of 
strategies that can influence those dimensions.

Before starting the exercise, be sure that people are familiar with the distinctions 
between visible, hidden and invisible power. You may want to give them a 
handout, drawing from the material on page 47. Discuss the example provided 
to help clarify the distinctions. It may also be useful to return to the results of 
earlier analysis exercises to draw out examples of the various dimensions of 
power already identified.

Time estimated: 1 1⁄2 - 2 hours

Introduce this exercise by reminding the group that power operates in different ways 
to affect people’s ability to promote justice and social change. Participation in public 
decisionmaking seems relatively straightforward on the surface. It appears to be 
determined by the political context, clout, resources and expertise of different political 
actors. Yet invisible and hidden mechanisms of power shape the effectiveness of citizen 
participation. These mechanisms can lead to powerlessness, conflict, marginalization 
and resistance. Different strategies are required to counter these mechanisms so that 
political participation can be more inclusive and so people can exercise their rights and 
responsibilities as citizens.

            Examples      Responses/Strategies
     Visible
     Hidden
    Invisible

This exercise is best done with small groups. Give each group flipchart paper and 
markers and using the matrix below as a guide, ask them to respond to the following 
questions:

• What are some examples of visible, hidden and invisible power that you have 
   seen in your work? You may have examples of power that has worked against 
   your efforts, as well as examples of positive power that has strengthened your 
   work.  

• What are some potential responses or strategies to either counter the negative 
   impact of these uses of power, or to build on and catalyze the positive power?

-----------------------------------------
(6) Adapted from VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). A New Weave of Power, People & Politics. 
Oklahoma: World Neighbors.

Invisible and hidden 
mechanisms of power 
shape the effectiveness 
of citizen participation. 
These mechanisms can 
lead to powerlessness, 
conflict, marginalization 
and resistance. Different 
strategies are required to 
counter these mechanisms 
so that political 
participation can be more 
inclusive and so people 
can exercise their rights 
and responsibilities as 
citizens.
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For example: 

Visible: Making & Enforcing the  
              Rules   
Formal institutions & officials:  
President,  Prime Minister, legislature, 
courts,  ministries, police, military, etc.  
United  Nations, IMF, World Bank; 
Private sector:   industry, multinational 
corporations,  chamber of commerce, 
businesses, etc.  

Instruments: Policies, laws, constitutions,  
budgets, regulations, conventions,  
implementing mechanisms, etc.    

Hidden: Setting the Agenda   

Exclusion & delegitimization:  Certain  
groups (and their issues) excluded from  
decisionmaking by society’s and politics’  
unwritten rules, practices, and institution.    

They and their grievances are made  
invisible by intimidation, misinformation  
and co-optation.    

Often, formal institutions with visible  
power, also exercise hidden power.  

Invisible:  Shaping Meaning, Values  
& What’s ‘Normal’   

Socialization & control of information: 
Processes, practices, cultural norms and  
customs shape people’s understanding of  
their needs, roles, possibilities and actions  
in ways that deter effective action for  
change.     

Examples   

Biased laws/policies (e.g. health care  
policies that do not address women’s  
reproductive needs);   

Decisionmaking structures  
(parliaments, courts, etc.) are 
closed to  people’s voices and 
unrepresentative   

The principle of ‘equality’ may exist 
in  law, but parliaments and courts are 
not  fairly representative of women 
and  minorities.  

Leaders are labeled trouble-makers or  
unrepresentative.  

Issues such as domestic violence,  
childcare, and others are relegated to  
the private realm of the family and  
therefore not considered worthy of  
public action.   

The media does not consider these  
groups’ issues to be mainstream or  
newsworthy.   

Among marginal groups, socialization  
internalizes feelings of subordination,  
apathy, self-blame, powerlessness,  
unworthiness, hostility, anger, etc.  

Crucial information is concealed or  
inaccessible.  

Poor farmers blame themselves 
for  poverty, despite unequal access 
to  global markets for fairly priced 
goods.  

Responses / Strategies  

- Lobbying & monitoring   
- Negotiation & litigation  
- Public education & media  
- Policy research, proposals  
- Shadow reports  
- Marches & demonstrations  
- Voting & running for office  
- Modeling innovations  
- Collaboration  - Etc. 

-  Building active constituencies  
   around common concerns  
-  Strengthening organizations,  
   coalitions, movements, and  
   accountable leaders   
-  Mobilizing around shared 
   agendas;  demonstrating clout 
   through direct  action  
-  Participatory research and  
   dissemination of information that 
   legitimizes the issues of excluded
   groups  
-  Etc.  

-  Education for confidence,  
   citizenship, collaboration, 
   political  awareness & analysis, 
   using  alternative media  
-  Sharing stories, speaking out and 
   connecting with others, affirming  
   resistance, linking concrete  
   problems to rights  
-  Investigation, action research 
   and dissemination of concealed 
   information  
-  Etc. 
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People then often justify 
prejudice as “natural”, 
when it’s really the social 
meaning we give to 
biological facts — like 
being a man or woman, 
or having a particular 
skin color – that defines 
inequality.

Factors of Exclusion, Subordination & Privilege (7)
Using this tool: This tool has two parts. First, it examines various factors 
that impact who has more and who has less power in society. Building on the 
analysis of how factors of exclusion operate, the second part of the tool can offer 
insight into the attitudes and behaviors that perpetuate imbalances of power and 
exclusion. It serves to:

• probe assumptions about inequality and what determines dominance or 
   subordination; 

• reflect on how people are socialized to accept their status and how people 
   resist their subordinate role;

• help understand the psychological and cultural challenges of organizing, 
   citizen participation, and work for change.

Time estimated: 1 1⁄2 - 2 hours

1. Discuss the following excerpt on factors of exclusion with participants. Break 
into small groups and ask each group to select four ‘factors of exclusion.’ For each 
one, they should discuss examples from their work where they have seen that type of 
discrimination and how it is perpetuated.  

What determines who has more power and who has less power in society and 
in development processes? Physical traits and social circumstances that are 
inherited at birth often determine an individual’s opportunities, choices and 
even sense of self. This happens not because these characteristics are inborn, but 
rather because of negative value judgments attributed to them. People then often 
justify prejudice as “natural”, when it’s really the social meaning we give to 
biological facts — like being a man or woman, or having a particular skin color 
– that defines inequality. Although a few people overcome the social barriers of 
their disadvantage, most do not unless there is a dramatic change in society. 

Over the last twenty years, a number of social movements have focused on 
fighting prejudice and barriers derived from people’s identity based on gender, 
race, age, ethnicity, religion among others. These factors combine in different 
ways in different contexts to determine who makes decisions and who has access 
to resources.

-----------------------------------------
(7) From VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). A New Weave of Power, People & Politics. Oklahoma: 
World Neighbors.
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Regardless of whether 
someone’s behavior 
has genetic roots or is 
primarily a function 
of socialization, social 
justice advocates 
are concerned about 
inequality. Promoting 
acceptance of diversity is 
a fundamental principle 
of this kind of advocacy. 
Finding common ground 
while recognizing 
difference is critical to 
healthy, stable societies.

Nature (biology) vs. nurture (socialization) is the subject of much research and 
debate. But regardless of whether someone’s behavior has genetic roots or is 
primarily a function of socialization, social justice advocates are concerned 
about inequality. Promoting acceptance of diversity is a fundamental principle of 
this kind of advocacy. Finding common ground while recognizing difference is 
critical to healthy, stable societies.

What Is Discrimination?

Differentiation between people on the grounds of gender, age, race, class or 
other factors. Discrimination can operate institutionally in the public sphere 
(e.g. racial discrimination in apartheid South Africa; gender discrimination in 
the Middle East). It can also operate at a less visible level through culture, social 
beliefs and ideology, which can be measured by relative levels of education, 
political representation, percentages living in poverty, etc.

Gender

Social descriptions, roles and responsibilities attached to women and men. 
Whereas sex is a biological fact and unchanging, gender is a culturally derived, 
learned behavior that varies over time and is influenced by other socio-economic 
factors. Common gender stereotypes include: men are strong and rational/
women are weak and emotional; men are breadwinners/ women are nurturers.

Race

Strictly speaking, race refers to people of common origin. But in politics, 
race usually refers to skin color and facial features. People of color have been 
discriminated against for hundreds of years. The legacy of this discrimination 
can be seen in current economic, political and legal systems, as well as in strong 
stereotypes.

Ethnicity

Refers to a common consciousness about shared origins, traditions, social beliefs 
and practices. Ethnicity is a more precise term than race. For example, not all 
black people share the same ethnicity.
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Religion

Religion refers to beliefs and worship of a transcendent or supernatural being(s). 
Religions usually embody a vision of right and wrong bestowed by the highest 
moral authority.

Socio-economic status/class

This term has multiple meanings. It generally refers to a person’s position 
in society as determined by a combination of factors such as education, and 
economic means. Socio-economic status is one of the most important sources of 
disadvantage or privilege.

Age

The number of chronological years one has lived. Age is a common source 
of discrimination that affects men and women differently, and is weighted 
differently in different contexts. For example, in Africa and South Asia, age 
affords a woman more status, while in parts of the West, older women have less 
or no status.

Sexual orientation 

The term refers to a person’s preference for a sexual partner. Whether an 
individual is heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual is usually highly politicized. 
There are, for example, different views as to whether sexual orientation is 
a matter of socialization or innate behavior, and whether homosexuality is 
immoral. Many societies are extremely oppressive toward people who do not 
follow these social norms.

Geographic location (place)

The location where one lives can often determine choices, opportunities and 
resources. For example, rural residents are usually discriminated against in 
comparison to urban residents because they have less access to resources, 
services and decisionmakers. Another important geographic cleavage exists 
between the global north, which controls most of the world’s resources, and the 
global south.
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Invisible mechanisms 
of power over can 
socialize people into 
accepting an inferior role 
in society, as is the case 
with women in many 
societies. Simultaneously, 
socialization affirms 
feelings of entitlement 
among dominant groups.

Disability

Refers to a physical or mental condition that makes a person different than what 
is considered normal. Disabilities often make a person operate at a different 
pace and require some assistance to attain “normal” activity. Societies are often 
abusive to people with disabilities.

2. Looking at Dominance and Subordination. Invisible mechanisms of power 
over can socialize people into accepting an inferior role in society, as is the case with 
women in many societies. Simultaneously, socialization affirms feelings of entitlement 
among dominant groups. Socialization thus helps to maintain the unequal relationships 
that determine whose voices are heard in decisionmaking.

The chart on the next page, developed by PLAN International, examines behaviors 
associated with power over by looking at domination and subordination. The chart 
focuses principally on behaviors shaped by gender. However, it can also be applied to 
behaviors shaped by class, race and other factors of exclusion. 

Many strategies aimed at social and political change fail to take into account these 
variations in experiences of subordination and exclusion. These factors combine 
in different ways in different contexts in determining who is dominant and who 
subordinate.

i.  Divide participants into two small groups: dominant and subordinate.

ii.  Ask each group to discuss the following questions and write their answers on 
newsprint: 

• How do people usually behave when their status is dominant or subordinate?  

• What are some of the stereotypes people hold about poor people, old people, 
   women and men, people of different races, etc.? 

• What are the social justifications for different groups being dominant or 
   subordinate? 

• What are the mechanisms that keep this status from changing?

After groups have discussed these questions for 20-30 minutes, open the discussion up to 
plenary. If there is time, ask the groups to present their analysis in the form of a skit. As a 
summary, hand out copies of the chart on the next page and ask for further comments.
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From VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). A New Weave of Power, People & Politics. Oklahoma: 
World Neighbors. 
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Work can be divided 
into three categories: 
productive, reproductive, 
and community work....
Lack of recognition of 
certain categories of 
work distorts policy 
planning because much 
of women’s labor is not 
counted.

Gender Analysis: Division of Labor

Using this tool: This tool helps to deepen the analysis of how women and 
men may be impacted differently both by a problem and a proposed solution 
or program. These are important considerations for project design, and for 
assessing impact. 

Time estimated: 1 1⁄2 hours

Discuss with participants some of the key gender concepts in the box on the next page 
and how they are relevant for the organization’s planning and programs. This tool is 
intended to specifically analyze the gender division of labor. Both men and women 
work, but they tend to do different work and men’s work is usually valued more than 
women’s. 

Work can be divided into three categories: productive, reproductive, and community 
work. Productive work is the production of goods and services for consumption 
and trade. It normally earns money for the person who does it. Men tend to do more 
productive work than women. Reproductive work involves the care and maintenance of 
the household. It includes childcare, cooking, water and fuel collection, shopping, and 
family health care. Although it is crucial for human survival and often involves many 
hours of labor, it is usually not considered “real” work. It thus is given little formal 
or monetary value. It is done mainly by women. Community work is the collective 
organization of social events and services, community projects, ceremonies, and similar 
events. It is done by both women and men, although they usually perform different tasks. 
Lack of recognition of certain categories of work distorts policy planning because much 
of women’s labor is not counted.

Next, ask participants to discuss the following questions:

• What do women and girls do (paid and unpaid)?

• What do men and boys do (paid and unpaid)?

• What are the implications of this division of labor?

• How are women and men impacted differently by the problem? How will they 
   be impacted by the proposed solution/program?

• Will the proposed solution or program reinforce or challenge the existing 
   division of labor?
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Dynamics of Power, Inclusion, and Exclusion

Other Key Gender Concepts

Equality vs. Equity: Many people see social change as aiming at equality of 
opportunity. But systemic discrimination puts some people in a better place than others 
to take advantage of opportunities. So, if we want to address disadvantage effectively, it 
is important to address the underlying barriers and measure success by equity of impact, 
not just equality of opportunity. 

Gender as a social construct: Sex is biologically determined, and is the same 
across cultures and across time. But the attributes and roles prescribed for men and 
women, boys and girls are culturally specific. Gender is learned through a process of 
socialization in a particular society. From birth, boys and girls are encouraged to behave 
a certain way and to aspire to different life goals and perform particular roles. Parents, 
teachers, peers, and many aspects of culture and society reinforce these patterns. There is 
considerable variation in gender roles from culture to culture.

The question of power: A gender lens provides insights into collaborative and 
controlling forms of power. It stresses the importance of changing patterns of power 
over. We also need to be aware when our actions may increase divisions and conflict, 
and be sure that those who will bear the consequences understand and accept the risks. 

From VeneKlasen with Miller (2002). A New Weave of Power, People & Politics. Oklahoma: 
World Neighbors.

Access and control profile (8)

Using this tool: One way to identify inequalities in a community or group 
is with the Access and Control Profile. This gender analysis tool shows the 
power differences between women and men, but can also be applied to any 
disadvantaged subgroup. For example, you can add economic status, race, age, 
or religion. The profile asks questions about who has access to and who controls 
resources. Access refers to the opportunity to make use of something. Control 
has to do with decision making about the use of resources and the benefits that 
accrue thanks to those resources. Because it asks these important questions, 
development of a participatory profile can be motivating and politicizing 
for those involved. Analysis of difference and power dynamics in one’s own 
community is important for political awareness.

Time estimated: 1 1⁄2 - 2 hours

-----------------------------------------
(8) Adapted from: March, Smyth, and Mukhopadhyay, A Guide to Gender-Analysis Frameworks, 
Oxfam Publishing, Oxford 1999, 34.
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Dynamics of Power, Inclusion, and Exclusion

Inequality is at the heart of injustice, thus an important piece of promoting justice has 
to do with equitable access and control over goods and resources. For example, past 
agricultural support projects targeting women found that while they increased women’s 
ability to generate income, men (usually their husbands) controlled how the money 
was used. That is why it is not enough to increase access to resources (provide equal 
opportunities) without also ensuring control over them (level the playing field). This 
kind of analysis is essential to ensure that an intervention promotes equity rather than 
reinforces inequalities that enable injustice to happen.

Using the matrix on the next page, participants can analyze who has access to and 
control of which resources and benefits in the community or household. The results of 
this analysis offer insights as to who has what kind of power, and who stands to benefit 
most from a particular intervention.

http://www.nonprofitnews.org/
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Sector Wide Innovation Planning Quicksheet
By Michael C. Gilbert

Dominique Foray describes a matrix that is very useful in understanding where 
innovation comes from and how it can be supported in the context of a community of 
practice. That matrix can and should be applied to the varied subsectors of social service 
and social change work. This Quicksheet provides a brief introduction to this matrix, as 
it’s been applied in the work of the Gilbert Center.

In this matrix, there are three models of innovation: scientific innovation, user-centric 
innovation, and integration innovation. (1) Science based innovation is based on research 
and development processes. We tend to think of innovation in these terms. (2) User-
centric innovation often starts as a solution to a very idiosyncratic problem, but can also 
blossom into networks of cooperating users for innovations of broader application. (3) 
Finally, integration innovation is a reflection of the periods of radical adjustment that are 
required in times of rapid systemic change. Standards development is one form of such 
innovation.

Intersecting with those three models of innovation are three levels of analysis: 
opportunities, critical relationships, and key organizations. (1) Opportunities represent a 
scanning of the landscape of each of the three models for advances that could be made 
within the time frame of the analysis. Sometimes this is a scan of various literatures 
and communication media for each of the models. (2) Critical relationships represent 
an analysis of who needs to know or work with whom in order to advance each of the 
models. (3) Finally, key organizations are those that make those critical relationships 
happen. Sometimes such organizations don’t even exist or are in nascent form.

There are, of course, synergies to found between the three models of innovation, but that 
is a topic for another Quicksheet.
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News

On the website, Nonprofit Online News organizes its resources as a weblog, in 
chronological order. For the Journal here, we have grouped them according to the 

excellent Nonprofit FAQ Keyword table, which can be found at: 
http://www.nonprofits.org/npofaq

Table of Contents
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75 ..... Membership
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82 ..... Community Building
83 ..... Government Agencies
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News

Tool for Assessing Startup Organizations
http://www.geofunders.org/_uploads/documents/live/startupassessmenttool.pdf
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations makes available a free Tool for Assessing 
Startup Organizations (39 page PDF). Prepared by the ubiquitous La Piana 
Associates in 2003, it focuses on identifying and assessing risks in six critical areas: 
Governance, Leadership, Development, Finances, Human Resources Management, and 
Communications. I have a few quibbles, such as the way they equate ‘leadership’ as the 
single person of the executive director, but it is by and large a superb document, valuable 
to nonprofits and grantmakers alike. And any startup organization should certainly be 
working with these issues in their own planning, of course. 

Organization

Evaluation
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News

An Ordinary Country: Issues in the Transition from Apartheid to 
Democracy in South Africa
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/1869140168
Sometimes in life it’s hard to draw the line between genuine passion and romantic tripe 
and sadly, I think we are all too often roped in by the latter in our social change and 
social service work. Having worked in the American anti-apartheid movement for many 
years in my twenties, I can appreciate the romantic appeal of the peaceful transition 
to democracy in South Africa. Neville Alexander’s book, An Ordinary Country is a 
brutally honest assessment of the contradictions of that transition with implications for 
social movements of all kinds, particularly those taking place in the rapidly growing 
connections between grassroots actions and global strategies. And commitment without 
the blindness of romance is something we all need, if we are going to bridge the gaps 
between our movements. 

The Prostitutes’ Union
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=30&articleID=00034A71-B1CD-1419-
ABA683414B7F0101
Rarely has an article in Scientific American brought tears to my eyes, but this one did so 
more than once. Among the poor prostitutes of Sonagachi, India, a new project has found 
a way to slash the incidence of HIV to a twelfth of what it is in other cities: organizing 
sex workers as any other labor collective . Started purely as a health measure by Smarajit 
Jana, other outcomes include bank loans, schooling for children, literacy training for 
adults, and reproductive health care and the virtual elimination of trafficking of women 
in the locale. The story is touching on so many levels to me: the contrast between this 
empowerment approach and many other social service programs, the manner in which 
the founder planned his own obsolescence, and the sheer hope that this has brought to 
60,000 women and their children. 

Community Interest Companies
http://www.dti.gov.uk/cics/
There is a new model of organization that has been created in Britain in the last year 
called Community Interest Companies , designed for social enterprises that want to use 
their profits and assets for the public good. They report to an independent regulator and 
are subject to rules about reinvestment, but are nevertheless able to raise private capital 
and operate in a more entrepreneurial manner than charities. Now of course, charities in 
the UK are more limited than nonprofits in the U.S., but I’m encouraged to see such new 
models being explored. 

Common Ground Collective
http://www.commongroundrelief.org/
If you’re interested in tracking what’s happening on the ground in New Orleans these 
days, the Common Ground Collective is a good place to start. They are a grassroots 
relief organization with a strong emphasis on empowerment and their website is chock 
full of news, video, audio, and other local resources. 

General 
Considerations
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Big Easy May Face Showdown Over Internet
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/wireless_new_orleans&printer=1
Telecommunication oligopolies want to prevent New Orleans from having free wireless 
. Right now, the Big Easy has the first and only city-wide, municipally supported free 
wireless service in the country. It’s cleverly implemented, decent speed, and it’s helping 
businesses and nonprofits get back on their feet. But the telecom companies don’t like 
it. Years ago, I was a lobbyist (for consumer and environmental groups) in our state 
legislature, among other places. It shouldn’t amaze me what wealthy people can coax out 
of them with a little well placed whining, but I guess I expected better for New Orleans. 

How to Recycle Your Computer
http://www.salon.com/news/feature/2006/04/10/greenguide/index.html
Salon offers recommendations on How to Recycle your Computer (one day ad-support 
or subscription required). They pay particular attention to the usual pitfalls of computer 
recycling, including how to avoid having your computer end up in a landfill in Africa. 

Make a FOIA Request
http://www.foiarequest.org/
You’re probably aware by this point that the U.S. government is spying on a wide range 
of nonprofit organizations and their volunteers, particularly those that are working 
for peace and justice. Although your right to be free from such spying is vehemently 
opposed by the Bush Administration, they still occasionally concede that you might 
have the right to know you are being spied upon. The Freedom of Information Act, 
which achieved its current form after a similar period of executive abuse (the Watergate 
scandal), gives you the means to request such information. The Reporter’s Committee 
for Freedom of the Press is helping people file Freedom of Information Act Requests 
through a simple web based form. I encourage every reader and their colleagues to 
complete this form. Let’s find out what’s going on! 

General 
Considerations (cont)
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News

An Ordinary Country: Issues in the Transition from Apartheid to 
Democracy in South Africa
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/1869140168
Sometimes in life it’s hard to draw the line between genuine passion and romantic tripe 
and sadly, I think we are all too often roped in by the latter in our social change and 
social service work. Having worked in the American anti-apartheid movement for many 
years in my twenties, I can appreciate the romantic appeal of the peaceful transition 
to democracy in South Africa. Neville Alexander’s book, An Ordinary Country is a 
brutally honest assessment of the contradictions of that transition with implications for 
social movements of all kinds, particularly those taking place in the rapidly growing 
connections between grassroots actions and global strategies. And commitment without 
the blindness of romance is something we all need, if we are going to bridge the gaps 
between our movements. 

The Prostitutes’ Union
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=30&articleID=00034A71-B1CD-1419-
ABA683414B7F0101
Rarely has an article in Scientific American brought tears to my eyes, but this one did so 
more than once. Among the poor prostitutes of Sonagachi, India, a new project has found 
a way to slash the incidence of HIV to a twelfth of what it is in other cities: organizing 
sex workers as any other labor collective . Started purely as a health measure by Smarajit 
Jana, other outcomes include bank loans, schooling for children, literacy training for 
adults, and reproductive health care and the virtual elimination of trafficking of women 
in the locale. The story is touching on so many levels to me: the contrast between this 
empowerment approach and many other social service programs, the manner in which 
the founder planned his own obsolescence, and the sheer hope that this has brought to 
60,000 women and their children. 

Beyond Broadcast 2006: Reinventing Public Media in a Participatory 
Culture
http://www.beyondbroadcast.net/blog/
For the last several years, I’ve taken an interest in public broadcasting. Beyond 
Broadcast 2006 is a conference being put on by the Berkman Center on May 12 & 13, 
2006. The focus of the conference is captured by its subtitle: Reinventing Public Media 
in a Participatory Culture. I wish I could be there. 

Opening the Heart: Andrew Himes and Voices in Wartime
http://news.gilbert.org/OpeningHeart
I first met Andy Himes in a writer’s workshop in the mid Eighties. It was a pleasure to 
have our paths cross again more than a decade later in the field of nonprofit technology. 
Nearly a decade after that, I have the pleasure of interviewing him about his latest 
projects, and writing this profile: Opening the Heart: Andrew Himes and Voices in 
Wartime . 

History
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Presentations at the Startup School Wiki
http://startupschool.infogami.com/Presentations
It is commercially oriented, but the Presentations at the Startup School Wiki has some 
great talks of cross sector value by people like Stephen Wolfram and Paul Graham. I 
liked the ones entitled “A Random Walk Through Startup Space” and “On Starting a 
Long-Term Company”. 

Tool for Assessing Startup Organizations
http://www.geofunders.org/_uploads/documents/live/startupassessmenttool.pdf
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations makes available a free Tool for Assessing 
Startup Organizations (39 page PDF). Prepared by the ubiquitous La Piana 
Associates in 2003, it focuses on identifying and assessing risks in six critical areas: 
Governance, Leadership, Development, Finances, Human Resources Management, and 
Communications. I have a few quibbles, such as the way they equate ‘leadership’ as the 
single person of the executive director, but it is by and large a superb document, valuable 
to nonprofits and grantmakers alike. And any startup organization should certainly be 
working with these issues in their own planning, of course. 

Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology
http://www.gilbert.org/programs/workshops/Briefings/BUST
We’ve been working for several years now on a project that I informally call Improving 
the Conversation Between Nonprofits and Technology. If you attended any of my 
luncheons from my national tour, or almost any workshop I’ve taught that is general 
enough, you’ll know that I believe that this conversation is often dysfunctional. One of 
the symptoms of that dysfunction is enormous frustration on the part of those of you who 
have a vision for the potential of new tools to further the mission of nonprofits. It’s with 
your frustration in mind that we’re announcing our newest series of online workshops: 
Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology: From Resistance to Revolution . To 
be held on May 16 - 18, 2006, it will be presented in three separate sessions entitled (1) 
Resistance is Revealing: Overcoming Barriers to Technology Adoption, (2) Consulting 
Aikido: Discovering and Nurturing the Seeds of Change, and (3) Technology Promotion: 
Responsible and Effective Approaches. 

Planning
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Presentations at the Startup School Wiki
http://startupschool.infogami.com/Presentations
It is commercially oriented, but the Presentations at the Startup School Wiki has some 
great talks of cross sector value by people like Stephen Wolfram and Paul Graham. I 
liked the ones entitled “A Random Walk Through Startup Space” and “On Starting a 
Long-Term Company”. 

An Adoption Strategy for Social Software in Enterprise
http://strange.corante.com/archives/2006/03/05/an_adoption_strategy_for_social_software_in_
enterprise.php
Suw Charman’s adoption strategy for social software in enterprise lays out ten steps 
toward adoption, five to be taken at the grassroots level and five to be pursued with 
management. Her steps toward fostering grassroots adoption are: (1) Identify key user 
groups. (2) Identify and understand key users. (3) Convert key users into evangelists. (4) 
Turn evangelists into trainers. (5) Support bottom-up adoption and emergent behaviours. 
And her steps with managers and team leaders are: (1) Lead by example. (2) Lead 
by mandate. (3) Lead by reminding (4) Ensure there is adequate support. (5) Ensure 
personal and business benefits reflect each other. 

Lifelong Kindergarten
http://llk.media.mit.edu/
There are a lot of projects at the MIT Media Lab that I like, but the one that’s made me 
smile the most is called Lifelong Kindergarten : “We develop new technologies that, in 
the spirit of the blocks and fingerpaint of kindergarten, expand the range of what people 
can design, create, and learn.” Take some time and play with what they are doing. If you 
have a kids program looking to extend the reach of your work, then take an even closer 
look. 

Tool for Assessing Startup Organizations
http://www.geofunders.org/_uploads/documents/live/startupassessmenttool.pdf
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations makes available a free Tool for Assessing 
Startup Organizations (39 page PDF). Prepared by the ubiquitous La Piana 
Associates in 2003, it focuses on identifying and assessing risks in six critical areas: 
Governance, Leadership, Development, Finances, Human Resources Management, and 
Communications. I have a few quibbles, such as the way they equate ‘leadership’ as the 
single person of the executive director, but it is by and large a superb document, valuable 
to nonprofits and grantmakers alike. And any startup organization should certainly be 
working with these issues in their own planning, of course. 

Start-Up
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Opening the Heart: Andrew Himes and Voices in Wartime
http://news.gilbert.org/OpeningHeart
I first met Andy Himes in a writer’s workshop in the mid Eighties. It was a pleasure to 
have our paths cross again more than a decade later in the field of nonprofit technology. 
Nearly a decade after that, I have the pleasure of interviewing him about his latest 
projects, and writing this profile: Opening the Heart: Andrew Himes and Voices in 
Wartime . 

Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744
Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields.

Start-Up (cont)
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The Prostitutes’ Union
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=30&articleID=00034A71-B1CD-1419-
ABA683414B7F0101
Rarely has an article in Scientific American brought tears to my eyes, but this one did so 
more than once. Among the poor prostitutes of Sonagachi, India, a new project has found 
a way to slash the incidence of HIV to a twelfth of what it is in other cities: organizing 
sex workers as any other labor collective . Started purely as a health measure by Smarajit 
Jana, other outcomes include bank loans, schooling for children, literacy training for 
adults, and reproductive health care and the virtual elimination of trafficking of women 
in the locale. The story is touching on so many levels to me: the contrast between this 
empowerment approach and many other social service programs, the manner in which 
the founder planned his own obsolescence, and the sheer hope that this has brought to 
60,000 women and their children. 

Presentations at the Startup School Wiki
http://startupschool.infogami.com/Presentations
It is commercially oriented, but the Presentations at the Startup School Wiki has some 
great talks of cross sector value by people like Stephen Wolfram and Paul Graham. I 
liked the ones entitled “A Random Walk Through Startup Space” and “On Starting a 
Long-Term Company”. 

Beyond Broadcast 2006: Reinventing Public Media in a Participatory 
Culture
http://www.beyondbroadcast.net/blog/
For the last several years, I’ve taken an interest in public broadcasting. Beyond 
Broadcast 2006 is a conference being put on by the Berkman Center on May 12 & 13, 
2006. The focus of the conference is captured by its subtitle: Reinventing Public Media 
in a Participatory Culture. I wish I could be there. 

Stakeholder Commitments and Initiatives
http://www.itu.int/wsis/goldenbook/Publication.html
The World Summit on the Information Society’s Golden Book is a directory of 375 
projects (downloadable in its entirety) from around the world which are working toward 
the eleven WSIS “Action Lines”. Only a small portion of these are strictly civil society 
projects, but my reading of it gave me a unique global perspective on the advancement 
of ICT for development and the closing of the digital divide. 

Strategy
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Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744
Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields. 

Strategy (cont)
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Writing Sensible Email Messages
http://www.43folders.com/2005/09/19/writing-sensible-email-messages/
I’m really impressed with the growing number of sophisticated observers about the 
effective use of email. Merlin Mann’s advice on Writing Sensible Email Messages is a 
good example. His suggestions include tips on writing great subject lines, clarifying your 
outcomes, and agreeing on conventions related to expected actions. 

Emails and Egos
http://www.apa.org/monitor/feb06/egos.html
We all knew this already, but researchers have demonstrated the relationship between 
egocentrism and poor communication in email . The researchers investigated the 
powerful role that tone of voice and interaction played in rapidly increasing the 
effectiveness of communication and a reduction in conflict, leading them to conclude 
that we should all pick up the phone more often. 

Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744
Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields. 

Management

Collaboration
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Writing Sensible Email Messages
http://www.43folders.com/2005/09/19/writing-sensible-email-messages/
I’m really impressed with the growing number of sophisticated observers about the 
effective use of email. Merlin Mann’s advice on Writing Sensible Email Messages is a 
good example. His suggestions include tips on writing great subject lines, clarifying your 
outcomes, and agreeing on conventions related to expected actions. 

Emails and Egos
http://www.apa.org/monitor/feb06/egos.html
We all knew this already, but researchers have demonstrated the relationship between 
egocentrism and poor communication in email . The researchers investigated the 
powerful role that tone of voice and interaction played in rapidly increasing the 
effectiveness of communication and a reduction in conflict, leading them to conclude 
that we should all pick up the phone more often. 

A Few Good Email Newsletter Tools
http://www.idealware.org/articles/fgt_email_newsletter_tools.php
IdealWare continues to produce well considered articles on nonprofit software. 
Considering how opinionated I can be about email, I approached their piece on A 
Few Good Email Newsletter Tools , cautiously. But, with the exception of having left 
Zookoda off the list (a well conceived system for building newsletters from blogs), this 
article lives up to the Idealware reputation. You can be comfortable recommending this 
to people considering new email applications. 

An Adoption Strategy for Social Software in Enterprise
http://strange.corante.com/archives/2006/03/05/an_adoption_strategy_for_social_software_in_
enterprise.php
Suw Charman’s adoption strategy for social software in enterprise lays out ten steps 
toward adoption, five to be taken at the grassroots level and five to be pursued with 
management. Her steps toward fostering grassroots adoption are: (1) Identify key user 
groups. (2) Identify and understand key users. (3) Convert key users into evangelists. (4) 
Turn evangelists into trainers. (5) Support bottom-up adoption and emergent behaviours. 
And her steps with managers and team leaders are: (1) Lead by example. (2) Lead 
by mandate. (3) Lead by reminding (4) Ensure there is adequate support. (5) Ensure 
personal and business benefits reflect each other. 

Communication & PR
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Intel’s Got (Too Much) Mail
http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/44/intel.html
The web seems full of tips about email and most of them are just fine, but contain the 
same basic ideas. Nathan Zeldes at Intel has ten ideas , several of which I haven’t seen 
before: (1) Don’t use your inbox as a catchall folder. (2) Set up a folder that deletes its 
content automatically after five weeks, as a repository for certain messages. (3) Assist 
colleagues’ inbox-filtering efforts by agreeing on acronyms to use in subject lines. (4) 
Send group mail only when it is useful to all recipients. (5) Ask to be removed from 
distribution lists that you don’t need to be on. (6) To cut down on pileup, use the “out-
of-office” feature of your email. (7) When possible, send a message that is only a subject 
line, so recipients don’t have to open the email to read a single line. End the subject line 
with &lt; EOM> , the acronym for End of Message. (8) Graphics and attachments are 
fun, but use them sparingly. (9) Put large attachments on the web. (10) Be specific. 

Communication & PR 
(cont)
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Emails and Egos
http://www.apa.org/monitor/feb06/egos.html
We all knew this already, but researchers have demonstrated the relationship between 
egocentrism and poor communication in email . The researchers investigated the 
powerful role that tone of voice and interaction played in rapidly increasing the 
effectiveness of communication and a reduction in conflict, leading them to conclude 
that we should all pick up the phone more often. 

A Few Good Email Newsletter Tools
http://www.idealware.org/articles/fgt_email_newsletter_tools.php
IdealWare continues to produce well considered articles on nonprofit software. 
Considering how opinionated I can be about email, I approached their piece on A 
Few Good Email Newsletter Tools , cautiously. But, with the exception of having left 
Zookoda off the list (a well conceived system for building newsletters from blogs), this 
article lives up to the Idealware reputation. You can be comfortable recommending this 
to people considering new email applications. 

An Adoption Strategy for Social Software in Enterprise
http://strange.corante.com/archives/2006/03/05/an_adoption_strategy_for_social_software_in_
enterprise.php
Suw Charman’s adoption strategy for social software in enterprise lays out ten steps 
toward adoption, five to be taken at the grassroots level and five to be pursued with 
management. Her steps toward fostering grassroots adoption are: (1) Identify key user 
groups. (2) Identify and understand key users. (3) Convert key users into evangelists. (4) 
Turn evangelists into trainers. (5) Support bottom-up adoption and emergent behaviours. 
And her steps with managers and team leaders are: (1) Lead by example. (2) Lead 
by mandate. (3) Lead by reminding (4) Ensure there is adequate support. (5) Ensure 
personal and business benefits reflect each other. 

Beyond Broadcast 2006: Reinventing Public Media in a Participatory 
Culture
http://www.beyondbroadcast.net/blog/
For the last several years, I’ve taken an interest in public broadcasting. Beyond 
Broadcast 2006 is a conference being put on by the Berkman Center on May 12 & 13, 
2006. The focus of the conference is captured by its subtitle: Reinventing Public Media 
in a Participatory Culture. I wish I could be there. 

Internet Use
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Intel’s Got (Too Much) Mail
http://www.fastcompany.com/magazine/44/intel.html
The web seems full of tips about email and most of them are just fine, but contain the 
same basic ideas. Nathan Zeldes at Intel has ten ideas , several of which I haven’t seen 
before: (1) Don’t use your inbox as a catchall folder. (2) Set up a folder that deletes its 
content automatically after five weeks, as a repository for certain messages. (3) Assist 
colleagues’ inbox-filtering efforts by agreeing on acronyms to use in subject lines. (4) 
Send group mail only when it is useful to all recipients. (5) Ask to be removed from 
distribution lists that you don’t need to be on. (6) To cut down on pileup, use the “out-
of-office” feature of your email. (7) When possible, send a message that is only a subject 
line, so recipients don’t have to open the email to read a single line. End the subject line 
with &lt; EOM> , the acronym for End of Message. (8) Graphics and attachments are 
fun, but use them sparingly. (9) Put large attachments on the web. (10) Be specific. 

Big Easy May Face Showdown Over Internet
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/wireless_new_orleans&printer=1
Telecommunication oligopolies want to prevent New Orleans from having free wireless 
. Right now, the Big Easy has the first and only city-wide, municipally supported free 
wireless service in the country. It’s cleverly implemented, decent speed, and it’s helping 
businesses and nonprofits get back on their feet. But the telecom companies don’t like 
it. Years ago, I was a lobbyist (for consumer and environmental groups) in our state 
legislature, among other places. It shouldn’t amaze me what wealthy people can coax out 
of them with a little well placed whining, but I guess I expected better for New Orleans. 

Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology
http://www.gilbert.org/programs/workshops/Briefings/BUST
We’ve been working for several years now on a project that I informally call Improving 
the Conversation Between Nonprofits and Technology. If you attended any of my 
luncheons from my national tour, or almost any workshop I’ve taught that is general 
enough, you’ll know that I believe that this conversation is often dysfunctional. One of 
the symptoms of that dysfunction is enormous frustration on the part of those of you who 
have a vision for the potential of new tools to further the mission of nonprofits. It’s with 
your frustration in mind that we’re announcing our newest series of online workshops: 
Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology: From Resistance to Revolution . To 
be held on May 16 - 18, 2006, it will be presented in three separate sessions entitled (1) 
Resistance is Revealing: Overcoming Barriers to Technology Adoption, (2) Consulting 
Aikido: Discovering and Nurturing the Seeds of Change, and (3) Technology Promotion: 
Responsible and Effective Approaches. 

Internet Use (cont)
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Stakeholder Commitments and Initiatives
http://www.itu.int/wsis/goldenbook/Publication.html
The World Summit on the Information Society’s Golden Book is a directory of 375 
projects (downloadable in its entirety) from around the world which are working toward 
the eleven WSIS “Action Lines”. Only a small portion of these are strictly civil society 
projects, but my reading of it gave me a unique global perspective on the advancement 
of ICT for development and the closing of the digital divide. 

Internet Use (cont)
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Presentations at the Startup School Wiki
http://startupschool.infogami.com/Presentations
It is commercially oriented, but the Presentations at the Startup School Wiki has some 
great talks of cross sector value by people like Stephen Wolfram and Paul Graham. I 
liked the ones entitled “A Random Walk Through Startup Space” and “On Starting a 
Long-Term Company”. 

An Adoption Strategy for Social Software in Enterprise
http://strange.corante.com/archives/2006/03/05/an_adoption_strategy_for_social_software_in_
enterprise.php
Suw Charman’s adoption strategy for social software in enterprise lays out ten steps 
toward adoption, five to be taken at the grassroots level and five to be pursued with 
management. Her steps toward fostering grassroots adoption are: (1) Identify key user 
groups. (2) Identify and understand key users. (3) Convert key users into evangelists. (4) 
Turn evangelists into trainers. (5) Support bottom-up adoption and emergent behaviours. 
And her steps with managers and team leaders are: (1) Lead by example. (2) Lead 
by mandate. (3) Lead by reminding (4) Ensure there is adequate support. (5) Ensure 
personal and business benefits reflect each other. 

Tool for Assessing Startup Organizations
http://www.geofunders.org/_uploads/documents/live/startupassessmenttool.pdf
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations makes available a free Tool for Assessing 
Startup Organizations (39 page PDF). Prepared by the ubiquitous La Piana 
Associates in 2003, it focuses on identifying and assessing risks in six critical areas: 
Governance, Leadership, Development, Finances, Human Resources Management, and 
Communications. I have a few quibbles, such as the way they equate ‘leadership’ as the 
single person of the executive director, but it is by and large a superb document, valuable 
to nonprofits and grantmakers alike. And any startup organization should certainly be 
working with these issues in their own planning, of course. 

Opening the Heart: Andrew Himes and Voices in Wartime
http://news.gilbert.org/OpeningHeart
I first met Andy Himes in a writer’s workshop in the mid Eighties. It was a pleasure to 
have our paths cross again more than a decade later in the field of nonprofit technology. 
Nearly a decade after that, I have the pleasure of interviewing him about his latest 
projects, and writing this profile: Opening the Heart: Andrew Himes and Voices in 
Wartime.

Leadership
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Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744
Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields. 

Leadership (cont)
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An Adoption Strategy for Social Software in Enterprise
http://strange.corante.com/archives/2006/03/05/an_adoption_strategy_for_social_software_in_
enterprise.php
Suw Charman’s adoption strategy for social software in enterprise lays out ten steps 
toward adoption, five to be taken at the grassroots level and five to be pursued with 
management. Her steps toward fostering grassroots adoption are: (1) Identify key user 
groups. (2) Identify and understand key users. (3) Convert key users into evangelists. (4) 
Turn evangelists into trainers. (5) Support bottom-up adoption and emergent behaviours. 
And her steps with managers and team leaders are: (1) Lead by example. (2) Lead 
by mandate. (3) Lead by reminding (4) Ensure there is adequate support. (5) Ensure 
personal and business benefits reflect each other. 

Membership
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Emails and Egos
http://www.apa.org/monitor/feb06/egos.html
We all knew this already, but researchers have demonstrated the relationship between 
egocentrism and poor communication in email . The researchers investigated the 
powerful role that tone of voice and interaction played in rapidly increasing the 
effectiveness of communication and a reduction in conflict, leading them to conclude 
that we should all pick up the phone more often. 

Tool for Assessing Startup Organizations
http://www.geofunders.org/_uploads/documents/live/startupassessmenttool.pdf
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations makes available a free Tool for Assessing 
Startup Organizations (39 page PDF). Prepared by the ubiquitous La Piana 
Associates in 2003, it focuses on identifying and assessing risks in six critical areas: 
Governance, Leadership, Development, Finances, Human Resources Management, and 
Communications. I have a few quibbles, such as the way they equate ‘leadership’ as the 
single person of the executive director, but it is by and large a superb document, valuable 
to nonprofits and grantmakers alike. And any startup organization should certainly be 
working with these issues in their own planning, of course. 

Personnel
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A Few Good Email Newsletter Tools
http://www.idealware.org/articles/fgt_email_newsletter_tools.php
IdealWare continues to produce well considered articles on nonprofit software. 
Considering how opinionated I can be about email, I approached their piece on A 
Few Good Email Newsletter Tools , cautiously. But, with the exception of having left 
Zookoda off the list (a well conceived system for building newsletters from blogs), this 
article lives up to the Idealware reputation. You can be comfortable recommending this 
to people considering new email applications. 

Lifelong Kindergarten
http://llk.media.mit.edu/
There are a lot of projects at the MIT Media Lab that I like, but the one that’s made me 
smile the most is called Lifelong Kindergarten : “We develop new technologies that, in 
the spirit of the blocks and fingerpaint of kindergarten, expand the range of what people 
can design, create, and learn.” Take some time and play with what they are doing. If you 
have a kids program looking to extend the reach of your work, then take an even closer 
look. 

Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology
http://www.gilbert.org/programs/workshops/Briefings/BUST
We’ve been working for several years now on a project that I informally call Improving 
the Conversation Between Nonprofits and Technology. If you attended any of my 
luncheons from my national tour, or almost any workshop I’ve taught that is general 
enough, you’ll know that I believe that this conversation is often dysfunctional. One of 
the symptoms of that dysfunction is enormous frustration on the part of those of you who 
have a vision for the potential of new tools to further the mission of nonprofits. It’s with 
your frustration in mind that we’re announcing our newest series of online workshops: 
Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology: From Resistance to Revolution . To 
be held on May 16 - 18, 2006, it will be presented in three separate sessions entitled (1) 
Resistance is Revealing: Overcoming Barriers to Technology Adoption, (2) Consulting 
Aikido: Discovering and Nurturing the Seeds of Change, and (3) Technology Promotion: 
Responsible and Effective Approaches. 

Stakeholder Commitments and Initiatives
http://www.itu.int/wsis/goldenbook/Publication.html
The World Summit on the Information Society’s Golden Book is a directory of 375 
projects (downloadable in its entirety) from around the world which are working toward 
the eleven WSIS “Action Lines”. Only a small portion of these are strictly civil society 
projects, but my reading of it gave me a unique global perspective on the advancement 
of ICT for development and the closing of the digital divide. 

Software
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Community Interest Companies
http://www.dti.gov.uk/cics/
There is a new model of organization that has been created in Britain in the last year 
called Community Interest Companies , designed for social enterprises that want to use 
their profits and assets for the public good. They report to an independent regulator and 
are subject to rules about reinvestment, but are nevertheless able to raise private capital 
and operate in a more entrepreneurial manner than charities. Now of course, charities in 
the UK are more limited than nonprofits in the U.S., but I’m encouraged to see such new 
models being explored. 

Make a FOIA Request
http://www.foiarequest.org/
You’re probably aware by this point that the U.S. government is spying on a wide range 
of nonprofit organizations and their volunteers, particularly those that are working 
for peace and justice. Although your right to be free from such spying is vehemently 
opposed by the Bush Administration, they still occasionally concede that you might 
have the right to know you are being spied upon. The Freedom of Information Act, 
which achieved its current form after a similar period of executive abuse (the Watergate 
scandal), gives you the means to request such information. The Reporter’s Committee 
for Freedom of the Press is helping people file Freedom of Information Act Requests 
through a simple web based form. I encourage every reader and their colleagues to 
complete this form. Let’s find out what’s going on! 

Regulation

Federal Regulations
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Big Easy May Face Showdown Over Internet
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/wireless_new_orleans&printer=1
Telecommunication oligopolies want to prevent New Orleans from having free wireless 
. Right now, the Big Easy has the first and only city-wide, municipally supported free 
wireless service in the country. It’s cleverly implemented, decent speed, and it’s helping 
businesses and nonprofits get back on their feet. But the telecom companies don’t like 
it. Years ago, I was a lobbyist (for consumer and environmental groups) in our state 
legislature, among other places. It shouldn’t amaze me what wealthy people can coax out 
of them with a little well placed whining, but I guess I expected better for New Orleans. 

Nongovernmental 
Regulation
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Make a FOIA Request
http://www.foiarequest.org/
You’re probably aware by this point that the U.S. government is spying on a wide range 
of nonprofit organizations and their volunteers, particularly those that are working 
for peace and justice. Although your right to be free from such spying is vehemently 
opposed by the Bush Administration, they still occasionally concede that you might 
have the right to know you are being spied upon. The Freedom of Information Act, 
which achieved its current form after a similar period of executive abuse (the Watergate 
scandal), gives you the means to request such information. The Reporter’s Committee 
for Freedom of the Press is helping people file Freedom of Information Act Requests 
through a simple web based form. I encourage every reader and their colleagues to 
complete this form. Let’s find out what’s going on! 

Political Action
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Beyond Broadcast 2006: Reinventing Public Media in a Participatory 
Culture
http://www.beyondbroadcast.net/blog/
For the last several years, I’ve taken an interest in public broadcasting. Beyond 
Broadcast 2006 is a conference being put on by the Berkman Center on May 12 & 13, 
2006. The focus of the conference is captured by its subtitle: Reinventing Public Media 
in a Participatory Culture. I wish I could be there. 

Resources

Conferences
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Writing Sensible Email Messages
http://www.43folders.com/2005/09/19/writing-sensible-email-messages/
I’m really impressed with the growing number of sophisticated observers about the 
effective use of email. Merlin Mann’s advice on Writing Sensible Email Messages is a 
good example. His suggestions include tips on writing great subject lines, clarifying your 
outcomes, and agreeing on conventions related to expected actions. 

An Adoption Strategy for Social Software in Enterprise
http://strange.corante.com/archives/2006/03/05/an_adoption_strategy_for_social_software_in_
enterprise.php
Suw Charman’s adoption strategy for social software in enterprise lays out ten steps 
toward adoption, five to be taken at the grassroots level and five to be pursued with 
management. Her steps toward fostering grassroots adoption are: (1) Identify key user 
groups. (2) Identify and understand key users. (3) Convert key users into evangelists. (4) 
Turn evangelists into trainers. (5) Support bottom-up adoption and emergent behaviours. 
And her steps with managers and team leaders are: (1) Lead by example. (2) Lead 
by mandate. (3) Lead by reminding (4) Ensure there is adequate support. (5) Ensure 
personal and business benefits reflect each other. 

Beyond Broadcast 2006: Reinventing Public Media in a Participatory 
Culture
http://www.beyondbroadcast.net/blog/
For the last several years, I’ve taken an interest in public broadcasting. Beyond 
Broadcast 2006 is a conference being put on by the Berkman Center on May 12 & 13, 
2006. The focus of the conference is captured by its subtitle: Reinventing Public Media 
in a Participatory Culture. I wish I could be there. 

Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744
Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields. 

Community Building
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Make a FOIA Request
http://www.foiarequest.org/
You’re probably aware by this point that the U.S. government is spying on a wide range 
of nonprofit organizations and their volunteers, particularly those that are working 
for peace and justice. Although your right to be free from such spying is vehemently 
opposed by the Bush Administration, they still occasionally concede that you might 
have the right to know you are being spied upon. The Freedom of Information Act, 
which achieved its current form after a similar period of executive abuse (the Watergate 
scandal), gives you the means to request such information. The Reporter’s Committee 
for Freedom of the Press is helping people file Freedom of Information Act Requests 
through a simple web based form. I encourage every reader and their colleagues to 
complete this form. Let’s find out what’s going on! 

Government 
Agencies
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An Ordinary Country: Issues in the Transition from Apartheid to 
Democracy in South Africa
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/1869140168
Sometimes in life it’s hard to draw the line between genuine passion and romantic tripe 
and sadly, I think we are all too often roped in by the latter in our social change and 
social service work. Having worked in the American anti-apartheid movement for many 
years in my twenties, I can appreciate the romantic appeal of the peaceful transition 
to democracy in South Africa. Neville Alexander’s book, An Ordinary Country is a 
brutally honest assessment of the contradictions of that transition with implications for 
social movements of all kinds, particularly those taking place in the rapidly growing 
connections between grassroots actions and global strategies. And commitment without 
the blindness of romance is something we all need, if we are going to bridge the gaps 
between our movements. 

The Prostitutes’ Union
http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=30&articleID=00034A71-B1CD-1419-
ABA683414B7F0101
Rarely has an article in Scientific American brought tears to my eyes, but this one did so 
more than once. Among the poor prostitutes of Sonagachi, India, a new project has found 
a way to slash the incidence of HIV to a twelfth of what it is in other cities: organizing 
sex workers as any other labor collective . Started purely as a health measure by Smarajit 
Jana, other outcomes include bank loans, schooling for children, literacy training for 
adults, and reproductive health care and the virtual elimination of trafficking of women 
in the locale. The story is touching on so many levels to me: the contrast between this 
empowerment approach and many other social service programs, the manner in which 
the founder planned his own obsolescence, and the sheer hope that this has brought to 
60,000 women and their children. 

Community Interest Companies
http://www.dti.gov.uk/cics/
There is a new model of organization that has been created in Britain in the last year 
called Community Interest Companies , designed for social enterprises that want to use 
their profits and assets for the public good. They report to an independent regulator and 
are subject to rules about reinvestment, but are nevertheless able to raise private capital 
and operate in a more entrepreneurial manner than charities. Now of course, charities in 
the UK are more limited than nonprofits in the U.S., but I’m encouraged to see such new 
models being explored. 

International 
Organizations
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Stakeholder Commitments and Initiatives
http://www.itu.int/wsis/goldenbook/Publication.html
The World Summit on the Information Society’s Golden Book is a directory of 375 
projects (downloadable in its entirety) from around the world which are working toward 
the eleven WSIS “Action Lines”. Only a small portion of these are strictly civil society 
projects, but my reading of it gave me a unique global perspective on the advancement 
of ICT for development and the closing of the digital divide. 

International 
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Lifelong Kindergarten
http://llk.media.mit.edu/
There are a lot of projects at the MIT Media Lab that I like, but the one that’s made me 
smile the most is called Lifelong Kindergarten : “We develop new technologies that, in 
the spirit of the blocks and fingerpaint of kindergarten, expand the range of what people 
can design, create, and learn.” Take some time and play with what they are doing. If you 
have a kids program looking to extend the reach of your work, then take an even closer 
look. 

Tool for Assessing Startup Organizations
http://www.geofunders.org/_uploads/documents/live/startupassessmenttool.pdf
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations makes available a free Tool for Assessing 
Startup Organizations (39 page PDF). Prepared by the ubiquitous La Piana 
Associates in 2003, it focuses on identifying and assessing risks in six critical areas: 
Governance, Leadership, Development, Finances, Human Resources Management, and 
Communications. I have a few quibbles, such as the way they equate ‘leadership’ as the 
single person of the executive director, but it is by and large a superb document, valuable 
to nonprofits and grantmakers alike. And any startup organization should certainly be 
working with these issues in their own planning, of course. 

Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744
Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields. 

Knowledge & 
Learning
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A Few Good Email Newsletter Tools
http://www.idealware.org/articles/fgt_email_newsletter_tools.php
IdealWare continues to produce well considered articles on nonprofit software. 
Considering how opinionated I can be about email, I approached their piece on A 
Few Good Email Newsletter Tools , cautiously. But, with the exception of having left 
Zookoda off the list (a well conceived system for building newsletters from blogs), this 
article lives up to the Idealware reputation. You can be comfortable recommending this 
to people considering new email applications. 

Lifelong Kindergarten
http://llk.media.mit.edu/
There are a lot of projects at the MIT Media Lab that I like, but the one that’s made me 
smile the most is called Lifelong Kindergarten : “We develop new technologies that, in 
the spirit of the blocks and fingerpaint of kindergarten, expand the range of what people 
can design, create, and learn.” Take some time and play with what they are doing. If you 
have a kids program looking to extend the reach of your work, then take an even closer 
look.
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Fundraising Guide for NGOs
http://catalogue.vsoint.org/datastore/Docs/Misc/fundraising_guide_NGO.pdf
I just recently discovered Jane Bradshaw’s Fundraising Guide for NGOs (30 page 
PDF). It focuses on old-media strategies and is written for international volunteer 
based organizations that would otherwise be a little lost. I think it’s a good resource to 
recommend to such folks. 

Development

Fundraising
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Nonprofit Online News Journal: April 2006 Edition
http://news.gilbert.org/Pub/NONJournal/200604
The April 2006 Edition of the Journal is out. We’ve got more articles than any issue so 
far, including a very specific guide to tools for distributed teams, more general pieces on 
blogging and boycotts as strategies for social change, two very different and very useful 
sets of recommendations regarding your personal email practices, and eight short articles 
about the recent SANGONeT Conference. We have all the usual resources and book 
reviews, and a Quicksheet that takes a relationship and message oriented perspective to 
choosing between weblogs and newsletters. 

Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology
http://www.gilbert.org/programs/workshops/Briefings/BUST
We’ve been working for several years now on a project that I informally call Improving 
the Conversation Between Nonprofits and Technology. If you attended any of my 
luncheons from my national tour, or almost any workshop I’ve taught that is general 
enough, you’ll know that I believe that this conversation is often dysfunctional. One of 
the symptoms of that dysfunction is enormous frustration on the part of those of you who 
have a vision for the potential of new tools to further the mission of nonprofits. It’s with 
your frustration in mind that we’re announcing our newest series of online workshops: 
Building Unstoppable Support for New Technology: From Resistance to Revolution . To 
be held on May 16 - 18, 2006, it will be presented in three separate sessions entitled (1) 
Resistance is Revealing: Overcoming Barriers to Technology Adoption, (2) Consulting 
Aikido: Discovering and Nurturing the Seeds of Change, and (3) Technology Promotion: 
Responsible and Effective Approaches.

Special Section

Gilbert Center 
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Book Reviews
By Michael C. Gilbert

An Ordinary Country: Issues in the Transition from Apartheid to 
Democracy in South Africa
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/1869140168

Sometimes in life it’s hard to draw the line between genuine passion and romantic tripe 
and sadly, I think we are all too often roped in by the latter in our social change and 
social service work. Having worked in the American anti-apartheid movement for many 
years in my twenties, I can appreciate the romantic appeal of the peaceful transition 
to democracy in South Africa. Neville Alexander’s book, An Ordinary Country is a 
brutally honest assessment of the contradictions of that transition with implications for 
social movements of all kinds, particularly those taking place in the rapidly growing 
connections between grassroots actions and global strategies. And commitment without 
the blindness of romance is something we all need, if we are going to bridge the gaps 
between our movements. 

Democratizing Innovation
http://www.powells.com/partner/30561/biblio/0262002744

Katrin Verclas recommended Eric Von Hippel’s book Democratizing Innovation last 
week and now I want to recommend it to you, in turn. It’s a great companion book to 
Lessig’s Future of Ideas, but it has its own critically valuable points to make, particularly 
in the way it lays out a vision of user driven innovation. I believe the nonprofit sector is 
at best ambivalent about empowering stakeholders and with regard to innovation, often 
we don’t even really know what we mean by the term. There are several chapters of 
Hippel’s book that could help our sector sort out its confusion: Innovation Communities, 
Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design, and Linking User Innovation to Other 
Phenomena and Fields. 
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Help Wanted - Office Specialist 
http://www.headstart.oregon.com/

Head Start of Yamhill County, McMinnville, Oregon, USA, is now accepting 
applications for the following position:

 Office Specialist

 Full time, 40 hr/wk

Duties include: Coordination of day to day office operations including, but not limited 
to -data entry, technical training for staff & parents, typing, maintaining files, taking 
minutes, administering telephone and voice mail service, and supervision of Office 
Assistant.

 Qualification include: Two yrs office experience pref. Ability to work with multiple 
supervisors is necessary. Must be a self starter, organized, have supervisory skills 
and ability to prioritize multiple tasks. Must have strong knowledge of P C desktop 
computers, as well as database, word proc software, and troubleshooting. Must be avail 
for occasional night and/or weekend meetings.

Bilingual: Eng-Span preferred

 $11.96 to $14.02 per hour

 POSITION CLOSES MONDAY, APRIL 24TH, 5:00 PM

 Position requires ability to meet basic physical qualifications, current ODL, and insured 
vehicle or acceptable alternative for use on the job.

 App and desc avail at 2045 SW Highway 18, McMinnville, OR 503 472-2000

 Include RESUME with App

 Head Start of Yamhill County offers an excellent benefits pkg and is an EOE.

This Jobs Ad was posted: 4/10/06Place An Ad
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Development Director 
http://www.safeplaceolympia.org/

Position: Development Director
 Hours: 35 hours/week
 Compensation: DOQ
 Benefits: Medical, dental, holidays, sick and vacation leave. After completion of one 
year, vision, life, and long-term disability insurance.
 Start Date: Position is available immediately. Training will begin as soon as possible.

 Key Responsibilities:
 * Develop and maintain a diverse funding base with balance between public and private 
funding sources.
 * Coordinate and implement the annual fundraising plan to meet the organizational 
goals and priorities.
 * Work with Board and executive director to carry out fundraising activities and 
projects.
 * Design and write internal and external communication pieces as needed.
 * Network with individuals and groups within the community
 * Supervise, evaluate, motivate and train development staff.
 * Oversee and monitor grant funding.
 * Oversee production of community newsletter.

 MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
 * At least five years experience in fundraising, marketing, public relations and 
managing revenue. 
 * Experience researching and writing government or private foundation grants.
 (Please contact us for full details)

 To Apply: Please submit a cover letter, a current resume and at least three job references 
to SafePlace, 314 Legion Way S.E., Olympia, WA 98501 or e-mail to cheril@safeplac
eolympia.org. The cover letter should describe applicant’s work with Board members, 
volunteers, staff and donors; experience with major gifts; and experience building a 
successful, comprehensive fundraising program.

This Jobs Ad was posted: 4/28/06
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Grant Writers Conference 
http://www.agwa.us/Convention.htm

American Grant Writers’ Association

 Annual Conference
 June 15 - 16, 2006
 Orlando, FL

 Agenda includes:

 Marketing Strategies for Grant Consultants
 Budget Development
 Nonprofit Accounting
 Networking

 Contact: AGWA

 Email: customerservice@agwa.us
 Web: http://classifieds.nonprofitnews.org/clickthru/redir/250/ws/ha

This Events Ad was posted: 4/18/06
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